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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 

This report presents the results of a cultural heritage desktop assessment undertaken to determine 

the Aboriginal and historical cultural heritage values within the proposed Beveridge Central Precinct 

Structure Plan (or PSP) area, earmarked for residential development. The aim of the desktop 

assessment is to establish if any registered Aboriginal and historical cultural heritage and/or areas of 

archaeological sensitivity occur in the PSP study area, and determine the implications for the project.  

The Beveridge Central PSP 

The PSP study area comprises c. 380 ha of both public and private land located east and west of the 

Hume Highway in the township of Beveridge, c. 40 km north of the Melbourne CBD.  

Parts of Stewart and Spring Streets and the Hume Highway form the eastern boundary, Camerons 

Lane and parts of Lithgow and Kelly Streets form the northern boundary, Rankin Street forms the 

southern boundary and Pattersons Road forms the western boundary. Aside from the west, where 

residential development is underway, the land surrounding the PSP study area generally comprises 

vacant paddocks utilised for stock grazing. The Hume Highway bisects the PSP study area on a 

north-south alignment. The PSP study area is mainly characterised by residential dwellings and 

agricultural and grazing paddocks, with a small number of church and commercial buildings. Sealed 

roads and road reserves occur throughout the area. The land has generally been cleared of mature 

native vegetation and pine trees are present as boundary markers in many areas. 

The topography is characterised by land gently sloping south in a terrace-like formation from the base 

of Mount Fraser in the north and interspersed with stony rises. Tributaries of Kalkallo Creek occur in 

the area but have been heavily modified in most cases. Some of the lower lying areas are likely to 

represent former localised swamps. A natural spring occurs to the east of the Hume Highway. 

Aims & Method 

The aims were designed to allow a better understanding of Aboriginal and historical cultural heritage 

values within the PSP study area prior to the development of a PSP. The aims of the study are 

summarised below: 

 To determine the distribution of any previously registered Aboriginal places and historical 

sites in the PSP study area. 

 To define and map zones of Aboriginal and historical archaeological sensitivity. 

 To establish the implications which Aboriginal cultural heritage values and historical values 

may have for future development, and provide recommendations on appropriate management 

strategies. 

 To involve Aboriginal stakeholders in the assessment and seek their views on the report. 
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The desktop assessment involved a review of heritage registers and other relevant databases to 

determine the distribution of registered Aboriginal and historical places in relation to the PSP study 

area.  

The following Commonwealth, State and local registers were reviewed for any known heritage places 

in the PSP study area:  

 Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register; 

 Heritage Inventory; 

 Victorian Heritage Register;  

 Victorian War Heritage Inventory; 

 National Heritage List and Commonwealth Heritage List (Australian Government Department 

of Environment and Water Resources); 

 Whittlesea Shire Council Planning Scheme Heritage Overlay; and, 

 Mitchell Shire Council Planning Scheme Heritage Overlay.  

Background research was also undertaken into the cultural heritage context and environmental 

history of the PSP study area. This involved reviewing existing information relevant to the PSP study 

area including:  

 Previous archaeological assessments within the vicinity of the PSP study area;  

 Published works about cultural heritage in the region; 

 Historical and ethno-historical accounts of Aboriginal occupation in the region; 

 Published works relevant to the climate and geomorphology of the region; and, 

 Aerial photographs. 

This data was analysed to formulate predictive statements regarding the archaeological sensitivity of 

the PSP study area and expected place types. 

Cultural Heritage Values 

Aboriginal Heritage Values 

Aboriginal Places: one Aboriginal place, VAHR 7823-0235, is currently registered within the PSP 

study area, comprising stone artefacts located in surface and subsurface contexts on a prominent 

stony rise. Archaeological investigations conducted to-date in the wider area indicate that Aboriginal 

places with moderate densities of stone artefacts exclusively occur within the boundaries of stony rise 

landforms (Light 2012a, 2012b) and that only occasional isolated stone artefacts are likely to occur 

away from stony rises. 

Aboriginal Archaeological Sensitivity: four zones of Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity have been 

defined (see Figure below).  These are based on known locations of Aboriginal cultural heritage, both 
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within the study area and within the wider region, and limited roadside observation of 

landforms/geomorphology in the PSP study area: 

 Zone 1 includes the area known to contain Aboriginal cultural heritage (VAHR 7823-0235) 

and is it considered to be of high Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity.  

 Zone 2 includes those areas identified via limited roadside observation as containing stony 

rises, which are considered to be sensitive for the location of Aboriginal cultural heritage, and 

the area surrounding a spring located to the east of the Hume Highway. This zone is 

considered to be of moderate-high Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity. 

 Zone 3 includes those portions of the PSP study area that have not been visually assessed 

but are mapped as including the 'stony rises' geomorphological unit. This zone is considered 

to be of moderate Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity. 

 Zone 4 consists of the remainder of the PSP study area which has been subject to a previous 

archaeological assessment (Light 2014b) and is unlikely to contain Aboriginal cultural 

heritage. This zone is considered to be of low Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity. 

Historical Cultural Values 

Historical Sites: A total of three historical sites occur in the PSP study area. These are registered on 

the Heritage Inventory within the PSP study area. Of these one is H-listed and two are D-listed 

(D7823-0065 and D7823-0066). The H-listed site, H7823-0010 (John Kelly's house), is also registered 

on the Victorian Heritage Register (HO940), and is under a heritage overlay (HO4).  

Historical Archaeological Sensitivity: three zones of Historical Archaeological Sensitivity were 

identified in the PSP (see Figure below).  These are based on the location of previously registered 

historical features, the location of buildings according to c. 1900 mapping (Payne 1974: 13) and the 

location of observed but unassessed areas of potential: 

 Zone 1 is considered to be of moderate-high historical archaeological sensitivity and includes 

those locations registered with an H-listing on the Heritage Inventory or under a heritage 

overlay.  

 Zone 2 is considered to be of low-moderate historical archaeological sensitivity and includes 

buildings that have been mapped on c. 1900 plans of Beveridge (Payne 1974: 13) but have 

not had their locations verified. Zone 2 also includes possible historical features observed in 

the PSP study area during the preparation of a CHMP (Light 2012b).  

 Zone 3 is considered to be of low historical archaeological sensitivity and consists of the 

remainder of the PSP study area in which historical features (e.g. drystone walls, bluestone 

quarries) may be present but these features are considered to have limited potential to 

contain associated historical archaeological deposits. This zone also includes those historical 

places that have been designated a D-listing on the Heritage Inventory. 
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Cultural Heritage Management 

The requirements of cultural heritage approval processes associated with legislation relevant to the 

future development in the PSP study area are outlined below: 

 A CHMP will be triggered for high impact activities located in areas of Cultural Heritage 

Sensitivity as defined by the AHR 2007.  Within the PSP, areas of cultural heritage sensitivity 

are limited to locations within 50 m of a registered Aboriginal place. Mapping of areas of 

cultural heritage sensitivity should continually be reviewed in order to ensure legislative 

requirements are being met. 

 Works that do not trigger a CHMP but have the potential to impact on Aboriginal places would 

require a Cultural Heritage Permit (CHP). 

 Historical places H-listed on the Heritage Inventory will require a Consent to disturb from 

Heritage Victoria if they cannot be protected or preserved within a developmental context. 

 Historical places registered on the Victorian Heritage Register will require a Consent to 

disturb from Heritage Victoria if they cannot be protected or preserved within a developmental 

context. 

 Historical places registered on local government heritage overlays require a permit from the 

local council in order to impact the site - some activities are exempt and local council should 

be contacted in order to ascertain the process. 

The Beveridge Central PSP should consider: 

 Avoiding harm to known Aboriginal places and historical sites where possible. 

 Minimising impacts to zones of predicted moderate to high archaeological sensitivity. Aside 

from Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity Zones 1 and 4, the actual sensitivity of all zones of 

sensitivity needs to be verified by further archaeological investigation. 

Future development can reduce the harm to Aboriginal and historical places by: 

 Verifying zones of archaeological sensitivity through archaeological field work and 

undertaking site mitigation measures to reduce impacts where Aboriginal cultural heritage 

places are identified. 

 Undertaking CHMPs (voluntary if it is not mandatory) and heritage assessments early in the 

planning process for individual developments. While CHMPs may not be triggered for much of 

the PSP study area, these plans provide the best opportunity for identifying, and providing an 

appropriate framework for managing, Aboriginal cultural heritage.  

 Incorporating significant cultural heritage identified during further archaeological investigations 

into open space. 
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Figure 1: Areas of Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity 
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Figure 2: Area of historical archaeological sensitivity 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

This report presents the results of a cultural heritage desktop assessment undertaken to determine 

the likely Aboriginal and historic cultural heritage values within c. 380 ha of land forming the 

Beveridge Central Precinct Structure Plan (PSP), in Beveridge, c. 40 km north of the Melbourne CBD 

(Figures 1 and 2). This assessment was initially commissioned by Verve Projects on behalf of their 

client, Nick Baldi Constructions Pty Ltd.  After a draft report had been prepared Metropolitan Planning 

Authority (MPA) took over the management of the project and commissioned Ochre Imprints to 

finalise the report. 

The aim of the assessment was to determine the likely cultural heritage values of the PSP study area 

(referred to hereafter as 'the PSP study area') through a review of the following sources: 

 Previous historical and Aboriginal archaeological investigations in the region; 

 The Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register (VAHR), including the VAHR Supplementary Lists 

– Aboriginal Historic Places and Action File; 

 The Heritage Inventory; 

 The Victorian Heritage Register; 

 The National Heritage List and Commonwealth Heritage List (Australian Government 

Department of Environment and Water Resources); 

 Victorian War Heritage Inventory; 

 Local Council Heritage Overlays and/or Planning Schemes (Local Government); 

 Any relevant published works about Aboriginal cultural heritage; 

 Any relevant historical and ethno-historical accounts of Aboriginal occupation; 

 Any oral history relating to Aboriginal or European association with the PSP study area; and, 

 Any published works about the history and development of the Beveridge region. 

1.2 STUDY AIMS 

The aims were designed to allow a better understanding of Aboriginal and historical cultural heritage 

values within the PSP study area prior to the development of a Precinct Structure Plan. The aims of 

the study are summarised below: 

1. To determine the distribution of any previously registered Aboriginal places and historical 

sites in the PSP study area. 

2. Define and map zones of Aboriginal and historical archaeological sensitivity. 
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Figure 3: Location of the PSP study area 
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3. To establish the implications which Aboriginal and historical cultural heritage values may have 

for future development, and provide recommendations on appropriate management 

strategies. 

4. To involve Aboriginal stakeholders in the assessment and seek their views on the report. 

1.3 THE BEVERIDGE CENTRAL PSP 

The PSP study area comprises c. 380 ha of public and private land located east and west of the 

Hume Highway in the township of Beveridge, c. 40 km north of the Melbourne CBD (Figure 3 and 

Figure 4).  

Parts of Stewart and Spring Streets and the Hume Highway form the eastern boundary, Camerons 

Lane and parts of Lithgow and Kelly Streets form the northern boundary, Rankin Street forms the 

southern boundary and Pattersons Road forms the western boundary. Aside from the west, where 

residential development is underway, the land surrounding the PSP study area generally comprises 

vacant paddocks utilised for stock grazing. The Hume Highway bisects the PSP study area on a 

north-south alignment. The PSP study area is mainly characterised by residential dwellings and 

agricultural and grazing paddocks, with a small number of church and commercial buildings. Sealed 

roads and road reserves occur throughout the area. The land has generally been cleared of mature 

native vegetation and pine trees are present as boundary markers in many areas. 

The topography is characterised by land gently sloping south in a terrace-like formation from the base 

of Mount Fraser in the north, interspersed with stony rises. Tributaries of Kalkallo Creek occur in the 

area but have been heavily modified in most cases. Some of the lower lying areas are likely to 

represent former localised swamps. A natural spring occurs to the east of the Hume Highway. 
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Figure 4:The PSP study area 
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1.4 ENVIRONMENT & EXISTING CONDITIONS 

1.4.1 Geology and Geomorphology 

The PSP study area is located on the eastern margin of a vast basalt sheet flow which forms one of 

the largest volcanic plains in the world (Figure 5). This vast plain stretches westward from Melbourne 

to South Australia (Cochrane et al. 1999: 80). Known geologically as the Newer Volcanics 

(Vandenberg 1997), these volcanic plains formed between 4.6 million years ago and the recent past 

(Joyce 2003: 1)  as a result of lava flows from several eruption points, including Mount Fraser which is 

located immediately north of the PSP study area. The plains are characterised by flat to undulating 

land dotted with many hills formed by eruption points and numerous relatively thin basalt flows. 

According to geological mapping the PSP study area mainly encompass an area of Pleistocene 

variably vesicular olivine basalt with areas of scoria associated with Mt Fraser in the northeast (DPIa). 

Low-lying lakes and swamps are common due to the impervious nature of the basalt substrate. The 

PSP study area occurs within the western extent of the Western Plains geomorphic unit, which 

comprises various sub-units.  The study area is located within the Volcanic Plains unit and the Stony 

Rises sub-unit (Figure 6). Stony rises (outcrops of vesicular basalt that rise a few meters above the 

general level of the surrounding plains) are the results of geologically recent lava flows and although 

there are various types they are generally formed by “differential draining of lava from beneath the 

skin of a partly congealed lava plateau” and are characterised by “hummocks and depressions, ridges 

and blind channels...with relief usually about 10m” (Ollier 1988: 87-88). The PSP study area is located 

entirely within the Stony Rises geomorphological sub-unit, although field observations show that these 

stony rises are interspersed with low-lying, poorly-drained plains (A. Light pers. obs. 2011).  

The Newer Volcanics formation uncomformably overlies Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks including 

siltstones, mudstones and sandstones. A significant geological feature within the region is numerous 

volcanic scoria cones, including Mt Fraser to the northeast.  

The topography of the region is flat to gently undulating at around 270-300 m above sea level. 

Kalkallo Creek and Merri Creek run c. 1.8 - 3 km to the west and east, respectively, of the PSP study 

area and several unnamed waterways weakly dissect the surrounding area. These creeks and 

waterways would have provided the most reliable source of water throughout the year. A spring 

occurs just to the east of the Hume Highway. The plains in the region are covered with sticky grey and 

black clays and alluvial deposits relating to the Newer Volcanics period (LCC 1973: 300) indicating 

that they were subject to seasonal waterlogging and likely formed localised swamps. 
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Figure 5: Geology of the PSP study area and wider region 
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Figure 6: Geomorphology of the PSP study area and wider region  
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1.4.2 Climate 

In its approximately 40,000 years of human habitation, Australia's climate has undergone a series of 

fluctuations, and at times quite dramatic change. Throughout much of the Pleistocene period the 

south of Australia looked very different than it does today. Lower sea levels meant that the coast 

extended much further southward, and that Tasmania was joined to the mainland as part of one larger 

landmass. A major change occurred during the terminal Pleistocene (from about 12,000 years ago 

(kya)) when sea levels began to rise, swallowing up much of Australia's landmass (and thus large 

portions of territory and resource-bases for local Indigenous peoples) in the process. The coastline 

thus receded, and Tasmania became separated from the mainland. Current sea levels were reached 

approximately 6 kya (Mulvaney & Kamminga 1999:115-119). 

The climatic conditions experienced by Aboriginal people over the course of their extensive 

occupation of the region would have varied from those experienced today. During the Pleistocene 

period, at the time of the last glacial maximum (approximately 21-15 kya), temperatures would have 

been an average of 6-10°C lower than today (Mulvaney & Kamminga 1999:115-6). Conditions were 

notably drier around this time, with less than half of today's annual rainfall falling across the region. 

This reduced rainfall meant that forested areas were scant across southern Victoria, with the region 

dominated by grasses (Kershaw 1995: 664). Between 12 and 9 kya, warmer temperatures and 

increased precipitation encouraged the expansion of eucalypts, and forested areas became more 

common, with the grasses surviving 'as the dominant understorey' (Kershaw 1995: 666). The 

following climatic and vegetation descriptions most accurately describe the wider PSP study area in 

the Holocene period, which encompasses approximately the last 10 kya.  

The generally mild but seasonally variable climate of the past 5 kya in the region would have been 

conducive to Aboriginal occupation throughout the year with possible seasonal movements to more 

sheltered locations in the cooler, windier winter months. 

The current local climate experiences average temperatures spanning 10-27°C, with the hottest 

months in summer. The average monthly rainfall varies between 37-90 mm, with most rain falling in 

winter months. The mean annual rainfall is 657 mm (Bureau of Meteorology, accessed May 2011). 

1.4.3 Flora and Fauna 

Pre-1750s vegetation in the PSP study area was dominated by the ‘Plains Grassy Woodlands’ 

Ecological Vegetation Class (EVC). This EVC comprises Manna Gum (Eucalyptus viminalis) and 

Swamp Gum (Eucalyptus ovata) on the flat or gently undulating low plain. A sparse understorey of 

immature trees, shrubs, herbs and graminoids support this system (DSE 2011a). Plains Grasslands 

occurs in the east and west of the PSP study area comprising graminoid and herbs with occasional 

shrubs and trees on clayey soils (DSE 2011b). Swampy Riparian Complex (Swampy Scrub and 

Woodland) occurs to the east of the PSP study area, along the banks of Merri Creek and comprises 

Swamp Gum (Eucalyptus ovate) and Mountain Swamp Gum (Eucalyptus camphora ssp. humeana) 

and shrubs, herbs and graminoids form the understorey (DSE 2011c).  
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Plant resources of the plains would have included the roots of lilies, orchids and murnong, the latter is 

a daisy yam (Microseris scapigera) which was a staple food of the Aboriginal people of Victoria at the 

time of contact. It was collected in very large quantities and roasted in fires. Kangaroo grass (Poa 

labilllardieri), common on the plains was used for fibre to make fishing nets, and the seeds may also 

have been ground and baked (Zola & Gott 1990: 58). Native tussock grass fibres were also used for 

string, nets, baskets and bags (Zola & Gott 1990: 12). 

The River Red gums (Eucalyptus camaldulensis) would have provided bark for shelters, canoes and 

shields, and the sap or gum was used to seal burns and haft stone tools. The leaves of eucalypts 

were also used in steam baths for a variety of illnesses (Zola & Gott 1990: 41, 55). 

The Victorian Volcanic Plain would have supported a wide range of fauna in the past, however, given 

the extent of clearance and modification by European land use, several of these species are now 

extinct and several are threatened. The bandicoot, bat, wallaby, potoroo, phascogale, mouse, rat, 

flying-fox, bettong and quoll populations which are all native to the Victorian Volcanic Plain are now 

listed as ‘vulnerable’ or ‘endangered’ (Australian National Resources Atlas website; accessed October 

2010).  

1.5 ABORIGINAL CONSULTATION 

The Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 provides Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) with a role in the 

decision making process regarding Aboriginal cultural heritage. The PSP study area falls within the 

RAP boundaries of Wurundjeri Tribe Land Compensation and Cultural Heritage Council Inc. 

(WTLCCHC).  

MPA provided WTLCCHC with a draft copy of this report on 25 July 2014.  The following feedback 

was provided from WTLCCHC on 28 July 2014: 

 Consultation with the Wurundjeri Council is required via a meeting with Wurundjeri Elders and 

either Alex Parmington or Delta Freedman. 

 Wurundjeri Council would be in support of the proposed harm reduction strategies. 

A follow up meeting was held on 7 October 2014 and was attended by Petra Schell (Ochre Impints), 

Natalie Paynter (Consultant Archaeologist), Delta Freedman, Allan Wandin, Ron Jones, Bobby 

Mullins (WTLCCHC) with Mat Garner and John Petrakos (MPA).  The following matters were 

discussed: 

 A review was provided regarding the evolution of the PSP project, including a recent 

amendment of the study area, excluding the Beveridge township. 

 The results of the assessment including a summary of the ACHRIS review, discussion of site 

types within the PSP study area and their context.  Previous archaeological reports 

undertaken within the immediate region were also discussed including CHMP 11689 that falls 

within the PSP study area.   

 Areas of likely sensitivity for Aboriginal cultural heritage material within the PSP study area. 
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 The results of the assessment including mapping of archaeological sensitivity in zones and 

the method used to determine these zones.  Impacts to known Aboriginal cultural heritage 

places within the PSP study area should be avoided.  CHMPs will be undertaken early in the 

planning process and will aim to incorporate any Aboriginal cultural heritage identified within 

areas of public open space. 
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2 ABORIGINAL CULTURAL HERITAGE ASSESSMENT 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section provides contextual geographical, environmental, historical and archaeological 

information for the PSP study area and the surrounding region. This provides a regional context to 

inform the expected nature of Aboriginal places that occur or may occur within the study area. This 

allows a comparative analysis and the development of a predictive model to accurately inform 

archaeological sensitivity across the study area. 

2.2 ETHNOHISTORY 

2.2.1 Introduction 

The following section reviews the available ethnohistorical data relevant to the Aboriginal people who 

occupied the wider region at the time of European contact. This type of review aims to identify ways in 

which Aboriginal people interacted with, and may have left archaeologically detectable traces on, their 

environment. Although the ethnohistorical record has the potential to provide useful information about 

Aboriginal society at contact, it should be noted that the information it does provide is, of necessity, 

incomplete, has no significant time-depth, and describes a society that even in the earliest 

observations had already undergone an unknown degree of social change. 

It should also be noted that not all sources of information are equal, that information has been 

gathered from both trained and untrained observers, and that all documentation referred to here has 

been subject to a degree of bias. The ethnohistorical record presents a European perspective of 

Aboriginal society at a time when traditional lifestyles were being severely disrupted, and conclusions 

drawn from this record should be treated with the appropriate level of caution. 

The main sources used in this section are listed below. 

 The explorers H. Hume and W.H. Hovell who were the first Europeans to discover a route 

through the Great Dividing Range in Victoria on their exploration from Sydney to Geelong in 

1824-25, traversing the region on 14 December near Mt Fraser, Beveridge. Both men kept 

diaries which are reproduced in Bland (1965) and Andrews (1981). 

 Robert Brough Smyth (1830-1889), was an Honorary Secretary to the ‘Board for the 

Protection of Aborigines’. Smyth's compilation, The Aborigines of Victoria (1878), arose from 

his efforts to gather information and artefacts relating to Victorian Aboriginal culture at a time 

during which Aboriginal people were dispossessed from their land. The work relied heavily 

upon sources such as A. Howitt and W. Thomas. 

 Alfred William Howitt (1830-1908) was an explorer, natural scientist and pioneer authority on 

Aboriginal culture and social organisation in south east Australia. Howitt’s papers written in 

the 1880’s were praised as setting a new standard of ethnographic description and analysis. 
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Howitt drew much of his information from over fifty correspondents around Victoria. He 

summarised much of his previous work in The Native Tribes of South-East Australia (1904). 

 Rev. G. Langhorne established the first Government Reserve near the Yarra River in 1837- 

39, providing early statistics and observations of Aboriginal people from the region. Many of 

these are reproduced in Cannon (1982). 

 William Thomas (1793-1867) was one of four ‘Assistant Protectors of Aborigines’ under G.A. 

Robinson and was allocated the Port Phillip, Westernport and Gippsland districts. Thomas 

established a protectorate station at Narre Warren (1840-42) then later on the Merri Creek 

(1841-1851) at the confluence of the Yarra River. Thomas kept a detailed diary and records 

and his data and ethnographic collections were basic sources for Smyth (1878). When the 

Protectorate was abolished at the end of 1849 only Thomas remained in government service, 

his new position being ‘Guardian of the Aborigines’. His official and unofficial body of work 

provide a valuable resource on Aboriginal people of the Merri Creek. The Public Record 

Office holds Thomas's official reports and monthly, quarterly and half-yearly returns. The 

Mitchell Library (NSW) holds his personal journals and diaries and a few official returns. Many 

of Thomas's drawings, letters and reports have been reproduced in Historical Records of 

Victoria, volumes 2A and 2B (Cannon 1982; 1983). 

A number of useful secondary sources of information exist relating to Aboriginal people of the wider 

region. A small number of settler’s letters and recollections are reproduced in local histories and Bride 

(1969), providing a non-government perspective. Ellender and Christiansen (2001) examined many 

primary sources for references to Aboriginal people of the Merri Creek and summarised the results in 

People of the Merri Merri. Barwick (1984) and Clark (1990) constructed language boundaries and 

established geographic regions of Victorian Aboriginal clans. Some information in this section has 

also been drawn from a previous report undertaken in the Beveridge region by Chandler and Long 

(2007). 

A wide variation exists in the nomenclature of Aboriginal clans. In this ethnography, quotes retain the 

original authors spelling; however, commonly used spelling is generally used throughout (with 

common variations included in brackets).  

2.2.2 Pre-contact History 

Clans 

The basic unit of Aboriginal social organisation in Victoria was the clan: a group based on kinship 

through the male line with a shared historical, religious and genealogical identity. The clan was a 

land-owning unit whose territory was defined by ritual and economic responsibilities. Groups of 

neighbouring clans speaking the same dialect and sharing political and economic interests identified 

themselves by a language name. In many cases this name used the suffix (w)urrung, meaning ‘mouth 

or way of speaking’ (Barwick 1984: 105-6). 
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The activity area is located within the traditional language boundary of the Woi wurrung (Wurundjeri) 

people who occupied the watershed bounded on the north by the Great Dividing range from Baw Baw 

west to Mt Macedon and by the Werribee River (Clark 1990: 380). 

Numerous Woi wurrung (Wurundjeri) clans existed, the most relevant for the activity area being the 

Wurundjeri willam clan. 

The Wurundjeri willam (meaning ‘white gum tree dwellers’) were associated with the Yarra River, 

Plenty River, Merri Creek and their catchments (Clark 1990: 385). Alfred Howitt, documented a further 

three divisions within the Wurundjeri willam: 

 The true ‘Wurunjerri’, under the headman, Jakka-jakka, occupied the Yarra flats and the 

upper part of that river to its source, including the northern slopes of the Dandenong 

Mountains, thence by Gardiner’s Creek to the Yarra River, and by it to the Darebin Creek.1 

 The Kurnsje-berreing, in two subdivisions: (a) under the headman Billi-billeri  (see text box for 

more information), lived at and held custody of the Aboriginal stone quarry near Lancefield 

(Mt William), occupied the site of Melbourne and the country up the eastern side of the 

Saltwater River (Maribyrnong) and its western branch to Mount Macedon, also the western 

half of the country lying between the Saltwater and Plenty Rivers; (b) under the headman 

Bebe-jan, the country on the 

Darebin Creek, and on the Yarra 

River thence to about 

Warrandyte, and also the 

watershed of the Plenty River 

and Diamond Creek.  

 The Boi-berrit, under their 

headman Bungerim, lived on the 

western side of the Saltwater 

River, with their headquarters 

about Sunbury, and the western 

end of Mount Macedon (Howitt 

1904: 71-2). 

The Kurnsje-berreing, of the Wurundjeri willam, were likely the primary land owning group in the 

Beveridge region. 

The Woi wurrung (Wurundjeri) were one of several language groups that made up the Kulin Nation. 

The Woi wurrung (Wurundjeri), and neighbouring groups, Bun wurrung (Bunurong), Daung wurrung 

(Taungurung), and Ngurai-illam-wurrung shared over 70% common language, while the neighbouring 

groups to the west, Wada wurrung (Wathaurung) and Dja Dja wurrung, spoke language belonging to 

                                                      
1 Howitt (1904: 310), later in the text, also refers to the Boi-berrit clan residing west of Saltwater Creek 
as the ‘real wurundjerri’. 

Billibellary, an influential Woi wurrung elder and a headman or 
‘ngurungaeta’ of the Wurundjeri willam clan, was one of the 
Aboriginal leaders who signed the treaty with John Batman for a 
large tract of land around Melbourne (including the activity area). 
Billibellary was the custodian of the Mt William axe quarry. He 
endeavored to assist his people to accommodate to European 
culture and acted as a mediating influence. His children went to 
the Merri Creek mission school and when attendances dropped 
Billibellary was asked to persuade his people to attend. He also 
alerted William Thomas of the decline in the birth rate of the Kulin 
as he saw that ‘blackfellows all about say that no good them have 
piccaninnies now, no country for blackfellows like long time ago’. 
Billibellary became ill in 1846 with a severe respiratory infection. 
Aboriginal medicine men advised him that an Aboriginal person 
from far away had stolen some of his hair, causing Billibellary to 
slowly die. Billibellary died when he was about 55 years old. His 
legacy lived on in his son Simon Wonga, who succeeded him as 
leader, and who played a role in the formation of the Aboriginal 
Reserve known as Coranderrk, near Healesville, retained by the 
Wurundjeri community (Broome 2005). 
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the Western Kulin language groups (Clark 1990: 19; Ellender and Christiansen 2001: 16, 36). In early 

references language groups were often referred to by geographic identifiers: Woi wurrung 

(Wurundjeri) were known as the Yarra people, Bun wurrung (Bunurong) the Western Port people, 

Daung wurrung (Taungurong) the Goulburn people and Wada wurrung (Wathaurung) were known as 

the Geelong or Barrabool people. 

The Kulin groups intermarried and traded allowing marriages to be of distant blood and ‘safe travel’ 

areas to be wide-spread (Barwick 1998: 13, 28). However, the relations between East and West Kulin 

clans was often hostile. According to William Buckley ‘the contests between the ‘Watourings of 

Geelong’ (Wada wurrung) and the ‘Wawarongs’ (Woi wurrung) of the Yarra were fierce and bloody 

(Buckley cited in Cannon 1982: 182) and violence between the two clans was noted in 1839 at 

ceremonial gatherings on the Yarra (Cannon 1983: 454). Thomas noted in 1839 that the ‘Goulburn’ 

(Daung wurrung), ‘Waverongs’ (Woi wurrung) and ‘Bunurongs’ had a ‘kind of confederacy’ against the 

Geelong clans (Thomas cited in Cannon 1982: 612).  

Many references suggest strong ties between the Daung wurrung (Taungurung) and Wurundjeri 

willam (Ellender & Christiansen 2001: 71; Cannon 1982: 612). 

Seasonal Movements 

Various observers noted Aboriginal travel to the mountain ranges in summer and winter. Smyth (cited 

in Ellender 1997: 14) noted that in winter when the plains were wet, Aboriginal people moved north to 

the ranges and caught koalas, wombats, wallaby, ants and grubs until the warmer months arrived 

when they returned to the plains to hunt waterfowl and collect eggs. Smyth also noted that during the 

summer the most common vegetable food in the Yarra district was the heart of the tree fern (1878: 

vol. 1, 140-1), and it is likely that this was the time when Aboriginal groups would have visited 

mountain environments to obtain this resource. Smyth observed the nature of Aboriginal use of 

mountain ranges as follows: 

It is certain that the blacks in the proper season occasionally visited the glens and ravines on 

both sides of the chain, but they did not live there. They visited them for the purpose of 

obtaining woods suitable for making weapons, feathers for ornament, birds and beasts for 

food and for the tree fern, the heart of which is good to eat, and for other vegetable products. 

(Smyth 1878: Vol. 1, 33-4) 

Langhorne noted in December 1838 that the ‘blacks of the district about the latter end of the month 

left for the mountainous parts, taking with them all our boys’. In January he noted that most of the 

Aboriginal people were camped along the sea coast about Arthur’s Seat in Bun wurrung (Bunurong) 

territory (Cannon 1982: 234). Smyth (cited in Ellender 1997: 14) suggested summer saw the 

Aboriginal people settled on the rivers and coast, fishing, eeling, hunting kangaroo, echidna, possum, 

burning the grass, collecting grass seed and resins, plant food and bark. A squatter on the Merri 

Creek near its confluence with the Yarra River noted that ‘as the marshes dried up in summer, the 

‘blacks’ repaired thither in quest of eels, which were embedded in great numbers in the mud….for this 

purpose they used a long slender spear with attached a pointed piece of iron’ (Kerr 1872: 20). 
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Thomas (cited in Bride 1969: 399) noted that the warmer months were the time for travelling and that 

the average travelling distance for a group was 9.5-14.5 km per day. The clan chief or headman 

directed the movements and knew the location of clan members at all times. Summertime camps 

were quickly established using a few boughs as windbreaks. Winter camps were more permanent: 

huts were made from a few sheets of bark and in this manner large villages of up to 150 huts could 

quickly be established. 

Hume and Hovell in December 1824 commented on the presence of Aboriginal people in the 

Beveridge / Mt Fraser area, despite the difficulty they observed in obtaining water in this region (Bland 

1965: 65-66).  

Trade and Exchange 

The Mount William stone axe quarry (c. 35 km north west of the PSP study area) was an important 

source of stone axe heads which were traded over a wide area of south-east Australia and would 

have passed along the waterways of the Merri Creek, Deep Creek and the Plenty River as the stone 

made its way to important ceremonies on the Yarra River (McBryde 1978). Although there are no first 

hand descriptions of the operations of Mount William, in 1882 and 1884 William Barak, a Wurundjeri 

man who witnessed the final operations of the quarry, described aspects of the custodial control over 

this resource to Alfred Howitt (1904: 311) in the following way: 

‘There were places … in which the whole tribe had a special interest. Such a place was the 

‘stone quarry’ at Mount William... When neighboring tribes wanted stone for tomahawks they 

usually sent a messenger for Billibellary [the acted as the quarry’s guardian]. When they 

arrived they camped around about the place. Billibellary's father when he was alive split up 

the stones and gave it away for presents such as 'rugs, weapons, ornaments, belts, 

necklaces’. 

Soon after European settlement, lyrebird tails became a valued export item.  European traders gave 

guns to a number of Aboriginal people to enable them to shoot lyrebirds (Cannon 1983: 518). Thomas 

reports that in October 1839 ‘Seven blacks (Yarra tribe) return from seeking bullen-bullen...They had 

no less than 17 pheasant tails and many white people were about till dark trying to get the tails from 

them’ (Cannon 1983: 550). 

Traditional Life 

There is very little documented information regarding specific Wurundjeri willam activities in the 

Beveridge region. An 1864 lithograph of Aboriginal people on the Merri Creek presents a scene, albeit 

romanticised, from daily life (Plate 1). The exact location of this image is unknown, except for the 

proximity of the ‘Plenty Ranges’ in the background. 

Accounts of Woi wurrung (Wurundjeri) Aboriginal people in the wider area, are presented here as they 

provide insights into likely Aboriginal life in the region. 

Harrison (1923), who resided at Yan Yean (c. 15 km south east of the PSP study area) during the 
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period c. 1837–1844, provides some information on Aboriginal people living in the Plenty River area 

(the Plenty River is located c. 10 km east of the PSP study area). His description of ‘diet, housing and 

clothing’ provides some information on subsistence strategies: 

Aboriginal diet - chiefly of fish (caught by spearing) also: iguana, possum, kangaroo, grubs 

(from roots of wattle trees) and the bulb–like roots of yams and murnongs… 

Housing ‘nuamas’ - strips of bark or long branches of trees, supported at an angle against a 

fallen log of a tree, away from the weather side… 

Clothing - (in winter) opossum skins joined together by the sinews of kangaroos and other 

animals… Men carried spears, boomerangs; women, yam sticks…’. (Harrison 1923: 20). 

 

Plate 1: Aboriginal people fishing and camping on Merri Creek with Plenty Ranges in the distance. Tinted lithograph by 

Charles Troedel (1864) 

Personal adornments of the Wurundjeri willam noted by Thomas included impressive patterned 

scarring on the skin, tooth avulsion and nose piercing (Thomas cited in Cotter 2005: 9-10). 

Other general observations of the Wurundjeri willam provided by Smyth and Howitt (cited in Ellender 

& Christiansen 2001: 40-50) reveal the resources utilised by Aboriginal people for a wide range of 

daily activities. Wooden drinking containers made from tree burls were common. Large containers 

were left at permanent campsites, filled with water and flowering plants placed in the water to form a 

sweet drink. Eucalyptus gum was collected in season, rolled into balls, wrapped in fibre bags and then 

hung in a tree. These balls could become very heavy, weighing up to 20 kilograms and were used as 

a medicine.  

The Wurundjeri willam used slow baking to cook both meat and roots. A hole was excavated in the 

ground, a fire was built up and stones were added. If no suitable stones were available near the 
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campsite, lumps of clay were used. When hot, the stones were covered with green boughs stripped 

from trees. Meat and roots were placed on this mat and then covered with another layer of green 

branches followed by bark topped with some soil or sand. A number of observations from the 1830s 

about the plains north of Melbourne noted the abundance and popularity of ‘rats’ (presumably the 

kangaroo rat) and yams known as murnong (Gellibrand cited in Bride 1969: 31). 

Smyth noted the remains of large murnong cooking mounds on the banks of the Plenty River, and the 

Darebin and Merri Creeks. He observed that their locations were generally in proximity to water – and 

that they were used repeatedly ‘by generation after generation’. The Murnong mounds were also 

found near or lightly within the margin of a forest, with the position nearly always well sheltered 

(Smyth 1878: 239).  

Grasslands fringing the Merri Creek east of the PSP study area would have been good hunting 

grounds for kangaroo, possum and emu and were managed using traditional ‘firestick’ burning 

(Ellender & Christiansen 2001: 114). Hume and Hovell allude to this practice many times on their 

1824-5 journey. At Broadford (c. 30 km north of the PSP study area) in December 1824 they stated 

‘we could see that the country is on fire in all directions, this appear to be the season for their 

[Aboriginal] burning the old grass to get new’ (cited in Andrews 1981).  

Thomas noted that: 

‘once in about three months the whole tribe unite, generally at a full moon, when they have a 

few dances, and again separate into three or more bodies, as they cannot get food if they 

move en masse. They seldom camp more than three nights in one place, oftener but one, 

arriving at the camp about an hour before sundown. In their migratory move all are employed: 

children in getting gum, knocking down birds, &c; women in digging up roots, killing 

bandicoots, getting grubs, &c; the men in hunting kangaroos and scaling trees for opussums. 

There is a great harmony that exists among them when none of another tribe is in the group’ 

(Thomas cited in Bride 1969: 399). 

Creation of Lands 

Many Aboriginal stories relate how ancestor beings created the landscape. A Woi wurrung 

(Wurundjeri) creation story reveals how many landscape features within the wider region were formed 

and highlights the connection of Aboriginal people to waterways such as the Merri Creek (c. 2 km east 

of the PSP study area): 

Once the water of the Yarra was locked in the mountains. This great expanse of water was 

called Moorool, or Great Water. It was so large that the ‘Woiwurong’ (Woi wurrung) had little 

hunting ground. This was in contrast with the ‘Wothowurungs’ (Wada wurrung) and the 

‘Bunurongs’, whose hunting ground was the lovely flat which is now Port Phillip Bay. Mo-

yarra, slow-and-fast-running, was the headman of the ‘Woiwurong’. He decided to free the 

country of the water. So he cut a channel through the hills, in a southerly direction, and 

reached Western Port. However only a little water followed him and the path cut for it 

gradually closed up and the water again covered the land of the ‘Woiwurrung’. At a later time 
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the headman of the tribe was Bar-wool. He remembered Mo-yarra's attempt to free the land. 

He knew that Mo-yarra still lived on the swamps beside Western Port (Koo-wee-rup). Each 

winter he saw the hill tops covered with the feather down which Mo-yarra plucked from the 

water birds sheltering on the swamps. Bar-wool resolved to free the land. He cut a channel up 

the valley with his stone axe. But he was stopped by Baw-baw, the Mountain. He decided to 

go northwards, but was stopped by Donna Buang and his brothers. Then he went westwards 

and cut through the hills to Warr-an-dyte. There he met Yan-yan, another ‘Woiwurong’, who 

was busily engaged in cutting a channel for the Plenty River in order to drain Morang, the 

place where he lived. They joined forces, and the waters of Moorool and Morang became 

Moo-rool-bark, the Place-where-the-wide-waters-were. They continued their work and 

reached the Heidelberg-Templestowe Flats, or Warringal, Dingo-jump-up, and there they 

rested while the waters formed another Moorool. Bar-wool and Yan-yan again set to work, but 

this time they had to go much slower because the ground was much harder. They were also 

using up too many stone axes. Between the Darebin and the Merri Creeks they cut a narrow, 

twisting track, looking for softer ground. At last they reached Port Phillip and the waters of 

Moorool and Morang rushed out. The country of the Woiwurrong was freed from water but 

Port Phillip was inundated (Massola 1968). 

Customs and Rituals 

Large ceremonies and group gatherings were called on a regular basis to facilitate certain unions. 

Marriage was sought from the Bunjil moieties of the Bun wurrung (Bunurong) to the south, the Daung 

Wurrung (Taungurong) to the north, and a clan near Mount Macedon and Lancefield (Barwick 1984: 

104). Marriage was a means of promoting alliances and gaining access to food supplies and products 

of a neighbouring territory. Wurundjeri willam frequently married Kulin people from the upper 

Goulburn region (Ellender & Christiansen 2001: 36). Thomas noted that sacred corroborees were 

kept well hidden from European eyes (Ellender & Christiansen 2001: 57-58) so the gatherings 

discussed below are likely to represent a fraction of the ceremonial and other gatherings that took 

place. 

Prior to European contact, the Yarra River, particularly at the confluence with the Merri Creek in the 

Melbourne area, was said to have been a favoured location for large gatherings of clans from different 

Aboriginal language groups who met for social, ceremonial and trade purposes. According to Thomas 

neighbouring clans united once a year (cited in Bride 1969: 401) and it was not uncommon for large 

numbers of people to be seen camped beside the Yarra. In 1840 he noted that: 

‘By what I can learn, long ere the settlement was formed the spot where Melbourne now 

stands and the flats on which we are now camped [on the south bank of the Yarra] was the 

regular rendezvous for the tribes known as Warorangs, Boonurongs, Barrabools, Nilunguons, 

Gouldburns twice a year or as often as circumstances and emergences required to settle their 

grievances, revenge deaths…’ (Thomas in Ellender & Christiansen 2001: 101).  

The confluence of the Merri Creek and the Yarra River was known to be an important ceremonial 
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ground (Ellender 1997: 18). Many Wurundjeri willam customs have been recorded particularly by 

Smyth (1878), Howitt (1884; 1904) and Thomas although it is outside the scope of this report to 

describe them in detail. Thomas describes several ceremonies on the Merri Creek. These included 

male and female initiation ceremonies (Ellender & Christiansen 2001: 53-56). On Saturday March 22, 

1843, at an encampment near the Merri Creek, nearly two hundred Kulin people came to join the 

Wurundjeri willam in the ceremony of Tanderrum which Thomas recorded. They had travelled from 

their own territories along the Delatite River, to make a special visit to the land of the Wurundjeri 

willam. Visiting country belonging to another group was dangerous and required strict precautions. 

Tanderrum established and strengthened bonds of friendship between different Aboriginal clans. The 

newcomers carried torches or burning boughs in their hands which they used to purify the air. Water 

was brought to the newcomers but the locals drank first to show that there was no danger. An 

observation documented the experience of a young man visiting the Wurundjeri willam for the first 

time who stopped to drink from the Yarra without observing any preliminary ritual; he immediately lost 

the use of his voice (Ellender & Christiansen 2001: 55).  

Garryowen, a newspaper chronicler travelled with Thomas to Yan Yean (then known as Ryders 

Swamp). According to Thomas Yan Yean was Aboriginal for ‘young boys’ and Garryowen 

hypothesised that the area may have been used for the initiation of young boys (Garryowen 1888: 

562). 

The Woi wurrung believed that the wirrap (medicine man) could kill people, far or near, by means of 

Mung, or evil magic, through the agency of many substances including the Thundal, or quartz 

crystals, which was favoured (Howitt 1884: 445; 1887: 26). 

The death of an Aboriginal person was treated with ceremony and superstition. Thomas noted several 

instances of Aboriginal burial in the ground close to the Yarra River and Merri Creeks (Cannon 1983: 

526,535).  

Travelling Routes and Water 

Watt (1994) suggests factors such as height of saddles, confluences of creeks, proximity to food and 

ease of travel and the eventual destination were all contributing factors in choice of travel routes in the 

region. The headwaters of the Merri Creek were perennial and not a reliable source of water in 

summer, however, natural springs and rock holes have been noted at Kalkallo (Kalkallo Creek), 

Donnybrook (Merri Creek) and Beveridge (below Mt Fraser), by early settlers. These may also have 

been important resources for Aboriginal people in the past (Tudenhope 1961: 107; Payne 1974: 10; 

Payne 1988: 2). 

According to an early survey map held at the Lands Department Melbourne (Tudenhope 1961: 99) 

the only reliable water to be obtained after leaving Melbourne along the Merri Creek corridor was at 

Rocky Waterholes at Kalkallo (c. 5 km south of the PSP study area) which also had the only thick 

timber for miles around. 
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2.2.3 Post-contact History 

It is difficult to identify and document the ethnohistory and post-contact history of specific Aboriginal 

clan groups after the period of initial settlement due to rapid population decrease, clan dispersion and 

re-organisation. Following the pastoral settlement of Victoria, the affects of introduced disease, 

dispossession, alcohol abuse and European aggression combined to decimate the Aboriginal 

population and cause the breakdown of traditional social systems. Through the influence of the 

Government, Missionary Societies and settlers, the Woi wurrung (Wurundjeri) were forced to move 

from traditional land and were either reduced to begging in the nearby town of Melbourne, or 

encouraged onto Mission Stations, Aboriginal Reserves (e.g. Merri Creek 1841-1851) or Government 

depots. 

Very early European interactions with Woi wurrung (Wurundjeri) were noted by many as peaceful, 

diplomatic affairs (Bride 1969; Ellender & Christiansen 2001). However the rapid displacement of 

Aboriginal people from their traditional lands caused much tension between European and Aboriginal 

people. Interactions with European settlers in the region were not always amiable.  

Many local farms around Craigieburn (c. 15 km south of the PSP study area) were apparently 

constructed to mitigate Aboriginal attack by spear or ball, with adzed timbers placed vertically 

between exterior weatherboards and the internal lining (Payne1975: 90). This may have been partly 

due to spreading fear as a consequence of a highly publicised event in 1845 whereby Andrew 

Beveridge, son of a prominent local station owner (Beveridge was named after the family), was 

speared by Aboriginal people while in the Goulburn region. 

In contrast, Captain Harrison who settled at Yan Yean told Thomas he had ‘never had any 

interference from the blacks who had always used him well’ (cited in Ellender & Christiansen 2001: 

80). One early Kalkallo settler recalled that his son often hunted ‘oppossums’ with an Aboriginal 

playmate and that ‘there were plenty of blacks about but they were quiet and harmless’ (Kirby 1895: 

24). 

The Government realised quite early the need for a safe refuge for Aboriginal people and the first 

attempt to provide assistance to Aboriginal people was initiated in 1837. A Government mission was 

built on an 895-acre site, south of the Yarra River (east of Melbourne Botanic Gardens), with George 

Langhorne responsible for the running of the mission. The objective of the mission was to ‘civilise’ 

Aboriginal people and those who decided to live at the mission were provided with rations in 

exchange for agricultural endeavours. Children were also provided with rations for attending school 

classes. Woi wurrung (Wurundjeri) people were mainly associated with the mission although a few 

Bun wurrung (Bunurong) individuals and members of other language groups also attended the 

mission in 1838 (Clark & Heydon 1998: 27; Cannon 1982: 153-236). 

A state-wide Aboriginal Protectorate (1838-1849) scheme was soon established, led by Chief 

Protector George Robinson and four Assistant Protectors. Their task was not only to physically 

protect the Aboriginal people of the district, but also to ‘civilise’ them, to teach them agriculture, 

house-building and other white employments, to educate them to a settled European life style and to 
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convert them to Christianity (Christie 1979: 85, 89). Each assistant was allocated a large area of 

Victoria; Assistant Protector William Thomas was allocated the Port Phillip, Westernport and 

Gippsland region and established a preliminary base at Narre Warren. 

Thomas moved his Narre Warren Protectorate station to the Merri Creek at the confluence with the 

Yarra in 1842. Unfortunately the protectorate did not receive adequate funding and the infrastructure 

at this location was never as substantial as other protectorate reserves. A school was functioning from 

July 1842 to 1851 for children of the families who frequented the encampment. The school had the 

support of Billibellary and for a short while was successful, however Billibellary's death in August 1846 

saw many Aboriginal people leave the Merri Creek confluence for much of the rest of that year (Clark 

& Heydon 2004: 2). In October 1848, the killing of an Aboriginal pupil from Port Fairy (purportedly by 

local boys who were former pupils) because he was 'mainmait' (foreign) had a profound effect on the 

remaining pupils who were primarily from distant 'mainmait' clans. The number of Woi wurrung 

(Wurundjeri) children was very low. Declining attendance and floods saw the school and protectorate 

disband in 1851 (Clark & Heydon 2004: 2, 3). 

Aboriginal people continued to visit the township of Melbourne where they had once traditionally 

camped. Mostly they were Aboriginal people belonging to Woi wurrung (Wurundjeri) and Bun wurrung 

(Bunurong) clans, and their preferred camping places were along the south bank of the Yarra River, 

opposite the settlement of Melbourne, and Government Paddocks (between Princess Bridge and Punt 

Road) (Clark & Heydon 1998: 25). Woi wurrung (Wurundjeri) and Bun wurrung (Bunurong) people 

camped from the falls (near Princess Bridge) for approximately 1.5 km south east along the river 

(Thomas cited in Cannon 1983: 438).  

In 1839 a census requested by George Robinson, the Chief Protector of Aborigines in the Port Phillip 

Protectorate, of Aboriginal people living in and around Melbourne found that the probable Aboriginal 

population at this time consisted of 140 Woi wurrung, 50 Wada wurrung and 12 Bun wurrung 

(Bunurong) people (Lakic & Wrench 1994: 110, 113). The population of Woi wurrung (Wurundjeri) 

people declined steeply in 1847, caused by an influenza epidemic, leading to deaths and the 

dispersal of Aboriginal people from camps by the Yarra River (Clark & Heydon 1998). By 1853 the 

numbers of ‘Yarra’ people was 36, and only one of these was a child (Thomas cited in Bride 1969: 

415). However, it is likely that the numbers of Aboriginal people in Melbourne varied greatly 

throughout this period and was subject to the influx of various groups and individuals. 

Despite efforts from both sides, and for many complex reasons, the protectorate system failed and it 

was abolished in 1849 (Woolmington 1973: 126). However, Aboriginal people continued to occupy the 

region. For instance, Thomas notes that in 1853 the ‘Yarra’ people were engaged by farmers along 

the Plenty River (Thomas cited in Bride 1969: 416). 

In 1859 the Daung wurrung (Taungurong) and Wurundjeri willam men made their first formal move to 

reclaim land by asking Thomas to secure them a block at the junction of the Acheron and Goulburn 

Rivers. The reserve had Government support but was not gazetted and toward the end of 1860 the 

people who had moved to the reserve and cultivated its land were forced off. The majority of Woi 

wurrung (Wurundjeri) people moved to Coranderrk, an Aboriginal mission, from 1863 to the early 
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1900s. The introduction of the Aborigines Protection Act in 1886 required all ‘half castes’ under the 

age of 35 to leave stations. The Act resulted in split families and uncertain futures and in 1924 the 

remaining Aboriginal people at Coranderrk were transferred to another reserve at Lake Tyers. 

Descendants of the Woi wurrung (Wurundjeri) and Wurundjeri willam people are today represented by 

the Wurundjeri Tribe Land Compensation and Cultural Heritage Council Incorporated. 

2.3 PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENTS 

2.3.1 Introduction  

Some parts of the PSP study area have been subject to previous archaeological investigations, 

including one cultural heritage assessment that included a field survey (Clark et al. 2007) and a 

CHMP including standard and complex assessments (Light 2012b). Three broad regional studies 

have also included the PSP study area (Murphy 1995; 1996; Ellender 1997) which have examined the 

regional distribution and nature of Aboriginal places. These are discussed below to provide an 

indication of the nature of Aboriginal places likely to be present in the PSP study area.  

In addition, fifteen localised archaeological studies occur within 3 km of the PSP study area and these 

reports are discussed in more detail below (Athanasiadis N.D.; Tulloch 1995; Cusack & Freslov 2001; 

Bell 2002; Hyett 2004; Matthews et. al. 2005; Chandler 2006; 2007a; 2007b; Chandler & Long 2007; 

Feldman, Chandler & Howell-Meurs 2007; Feldman, Howell-Meurs & Mathews 2007; Fiddian & Orr 

2010; Light 2012a, Murphy & Morris 2013).  

2.3.2 Archaeological Assessments within the PSP Study Area  

This section reviews archaeological studies undertaken within in the PSP study area. The locations of 

these studies are shown in Figure 7. 

Camerons Lane CHMP 11689 (Light 2012b) 

Light (2012b) prepared a CHMP for a c. 40 ha area in the northwest of the PSP study area, south of 

Camerons Lane and west of Malcolm Street. The area is characterised by one large and two small 

stony rises on land which gently slopes, in a terrace-like manner, from north to south from the foot of 

Mount Fraser. The Desktop Assessment indicated that elevated land in the region, primarily stony 

rises, were associated with Aboriginal cultural heritage. During the field survey (Standard 

Assessment) poor ground surface visibility was reported due to grass cover. Occasional surface 

exposures were present surrounding basalt floaters on the stony rises and as a result of stock activity. 

Sixty stone artefacts were identified on surface exposures on the large stony rise, with one stone 

artefact located in the central area of the rise and a sample of the visible stone artefacts (n=59) 

recorded on a large exposure at the southern margin of the stony rise.  

A subsequent subsurface testing program (Complex Assessment) excavated 12 1x1 m EPs, one 3x3 

m EP, one 2x1 m EP and 31 0.5x0.5 m STPs. Testing was conducted on low-lying land and stony 

rises with the primary focus on the latter.  
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Figure 7: Location of previous archaeological assessments in the PSP study area 
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The subsurface testing revealed that stratigraphy on the stony rises comprised c. 200 mm of very 

dark brown silt overlying dark brown silty clay. Medium to large basalt inclusions and floaters were 

present and often excavations ceased when large floaters were exposed. The low-lying land 

comprised an upper humic deposit of c. 100 mm of very dark greyish-brown silt overlying dark grey, 

very clayey silty clay with yellow mottling.  

Aboriginal cultural heritage was identified in a subsurface context on the large stony rise only and 

registered as VAHR 7823-0235. This result conformed to the pattern of site distribution predicted by 

the Desktop Assessment which had highlighted the association between stony rises and Aboriginal 

places as well as the low sensitivity of the low-lying land. 

The VAHR 7823-0235 stone artefact assemblage was almost exclusively composed of silcrete, with 

several quartz artefacts and two items of unidentified stone material the only other rock types present. 

It was noted (Light 2012b) that while Aboriginal places in the wider region tend to have a high 

proportion of silcrete artefacts, the raw material homogeneity identified within the VAHR 7823-0235 

assemblage was unusual. The high proportion of small artefacts indicated that the production of 

flakes was occurring and that this location has not experienced the types of post-depositional 

disturbances, such as wind and water action, that might lead to the selective removal of small 

artefacts. The presence of cores, a range of flaking products, complete and broken flakes, used and 

unused formal tools and utilised non-retouched artefacts indicate that core reduction, tool 

manufacture and use were all occurring within VAHR 7823-0235. All the identified cores were small, 

were worked on an anvil and none retained any cortical surface, indicating that they were generally in 

the later stages of reduction. The general lack of cortical artefacts in the overall assemblage indicated 

that primary decortification of blocks of raw material was occurring outside of the excavated area. The 

variety of tools identified, which included small forms that were probably hafted, scrapers that would 

have been used for manufacturing wooden implements or preparing skins and utilised unretouched 

pieces that could have performed a variety of tasks, indicated that a range of activities probably took 

place within the activity area (Light 2012b).  

Small assemblages of stone artefacts were recovered from seven of the pits excavated within the 

Light (2012b) study area, but 86% of the subsurface material was recovered from one 2x1 m 

excavation pit and almost all the stone artefacts from this pit were located in one 1x1 m square and 

84.1% of these were clustered in a lens only approximately 60 mm thick. The very tight vertical and 

horizontal clustering of this material, the almost exclusive presence of grey silcrete, the range of 

artefact types and very small size of a high proportion of the artefacts was determined by Light 

(2012b) to indicate that the majority of the pieces in the 2x1 m sample were probably the product of a 

discrete ‘event’ or behavioural episode involving the manufacture of stone artefacts on material from a 

single source. This ‘event’ appeared to be primarily associated with core reduction, the production of 

backed blades and the replacement of broken backed blades that had been hafted into composite 

tools.  
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Light (2012b) concluded that the presence of Aboriginal cultural heritage on the large stony rise with 

none identified on the three smaller stony rises suggested preferential use of certain stony rises in this 

case. 

Three zones of Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity were determined as a result of the survey and 

subsurface testing with the large stony rise encompassing VAHR 7823-0235 considered to be of high 

Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity, the two smaller stony rises considered to be of moderate 

Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity and the remainder of the property (low-lying land) considered to 

be of low Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity (Light 2012b). 

Management recommendations included in the CHMP allowed for part of VAHR 7823-0235 to be 

harmed during the activity, with the remaining portion to be incorporated in an area of public open 

space.  The plan allowed for manual planting of indigenous vegetation and ongoing manual 

vegetation management within the open space.  A salvage program (excavation of two 3x3m pits) 

was recommended for the portion of VAHR 7823-0235 to be harmed during the proposed activity. 

Hume Highway (Clark et al. 2007) 

Clark et al. (2007) conducted a pedestrian survey of sample areas of land for a Hume Highway 

access restoration project extending north from Donnybrook Road to Beveridge, including the 

southern extent of the PSP study area. 

Ground surface visibility at the time of survey was reported as poor, reducing the effectiveness of the 

survey (Clark et al. 2007: iii).  As a result six Aboriginal places were registered: five stone artefact 

scatters (VAHR 7822-2064, VAHR 7822-2065, VAHR 7822-2066, VAHR 7823-0161 and VAHR 7823-

0162) and a scatter of two glass artefacts (VAHR 7822-2063). Two of these stone artefact scatters 

(VAHR 7823-0161 and VAHR 7823-0162) are located in proximity to the PSP study area and are 

detailed below:  

 VAHR 7823-0161: Numerous stone artefacts (44 counted but many more sited) located on 

the top and upper slopes of a prominent hill on a track exposure. The artefacts were mainly 

made of silcrete with some quartz also present. This place was determined to be of moderate-

high scientific significance (Clark et al. 2007: 15). 

 VAHR 7823-0162: One silcrete artefact located the on upper slope of a prominent hill on a 

track exposure. This place was determined to be of low scientific significance (Clark et al. 

2007: 15). 

Of the remaining four places, located toward Kalkallo, one was recorded on a pile of introduced soil 

(VAHR 7822-2063) and three are located on stony rises. 

Clark et al. (2007: 13) suggested that their results conformed to the prediction that Aboriginal places 

would be located on elevated, volcanic, stony rises often adjacent to low-lying areas which would 

have been swampy in the past. 

Several areas of Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity were defined by Clark et al. (2007: 12). An area 

was considered to be of Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity if it had limited disturbance, had an 
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Aboriginal place registered at that location or within 100 m, or was a landform where Aboriginal places 

are known to occur in the wider region (Clark et al. 2007: 12). Clark et al. (2007: 13) suggested that all 

the stony rises, extending from Donnybrook to Gunns Gully Road, were likely to contain stone 

artefacts and that the hill to the south of Beveridge and to the west of the Hume Highway, was also 

likely to contain similar Aboriginal cultural heritage. 

2.3.3 Regional Archaeological Assessments 

A number of regional archaeological assessments incorporate the entire, or portions of, the PSP 

study area.  They have been summarised below. 

North Western Wurundjeri Area (Murphy 1995; 1996) 

Murphy (1995; 1996) undertook a two-staged study of a large regional area (1,260,000 ha), extending 

between Craigieburn, Broadford, Daylesford and Bacchus Marsh. The study area was divided into 

three landscape units comprising volcanic plains, hills and mountain ranges (Murphy 1995: Figure 2). 

Murphy later redefined the landscape units into two broader environmental units: ‘volcanic plains and 

low hills’, and ‘high hills and mountain ranges’. These environmental units were further subdivided into 

landscape units such as ‘rivers and creeks’ and ‘plains’ (Murphy 1996: 16). 

The aim of the Stage 1 field survey was to gain an overview of the area and to establish a more 

detailed survey method for the Stage 2 study. As such, the field survey was limited to random sample 

areas selected on the basis of high surface visibility (80-100%), during a ‘drive’ through the study area 

over a 5 day period. All landscape units were sample surveyed (1995: 20-21). While survey coverage 

of the study area was stated as <1% (or 12,600), given its duration it is likely to be significantly less 

than 1% (1995: 21). During the Stage 2 study, Murphy sample surveyed both environmental units, 

although a much higher emphasis was placed on examining the mountain ranges. 

A total of 35 Aboriginal places were located during the Stage 1 and Stage 2 survey. An analysis of the 

distribution of the Aboriginal places determined that the majority (n=20) were located within ‘hilly 

terrain with numerous waterways’ in the mountain ranges. Nine places were located on flat swampy 

land within the volcanic plains, while the remaining three were located in mountain ranges away from 

water sources. The majority of Aboriginal places recorded were isolated occurrences of stone 

artefacts, with stone artefact scatters and scarred trees also documented (Murphy 1996: 21).  

Murphy (1996: 22) identified that gradient was a factor in the location of Aboriginal places. In 

particular she identified that: 

 In mountain ranges gradient appeared a more significant factor than water in the location of 

Aboriginal places. 

 Aboriginal places in mountain ranges tended to be located on ridges with a gentle gradient 

(34%) – which was interpreted as representing travel routes chosen by Aboriginal people to 

follow the physically easiest route. 

 Lower slopes with gentle gradients adjacent to water were a common location (51%) for 

Aboriginal places. 
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 Middle slopes (11%) and areas of >10° (0%) were not commonly associated with Aboriginal 

places. 

Water appeared to be an important factor in the location of many Aboriginal places with 62% situated 

within 100 m of water source. The remaining Aboriginal places were located 100-200 m (11%), 200-

300 m (11%) and >300 m (14%) from a water source. Proximity to water may not have been important 

in some areas such as hills and mountains which were primarily utilised for hunting and travelling, and 

could reflect Aboriginal people’s ability to transport their own supply of water (i.e. in animal 

skins/bladders) (Murphy 1996: 23). 

A total of 214 stone artefacts were recorded during the field survey, with 170 of these identified at 

surface scatters. Murphy (1996: 26) presents some of the lithic data separately for isolated stone 

artefacts from surface scatters. Formal tools comprised 5% of the surface scatter assemblage, with 

the remainder of the assemblage comprising flakes (11%), flaked pieces (81%) and cores (3%). 

Artefacts with retouch/edge damage comprised (6%) of the assemblage. The tools included seven 

blades (microliths) and a scraper (1996: 26-27). 

Isolated stone artefacts contained formal tools (6%), flakes (4%), flaked pieces (61%) and cores 

(10%). Artefacts with retouch/edge damage comprised (17%) of the assemblage. The tools included 

two backed blades (microliths) and a scraper (Murphy 1996: 27). 

Silcrete dominated the total lithic assemblage (81%), with quartz (8%), greenstone (10%), glass 

(<1%) and basalt (<1%) also represented. The closest silcrete quarries were noted as occurring near 

Sunbury, although silcrete outcrops with no sign of Aboriginal quarrying activity also occurred in the 

study area. The large number of greenstone artefacts (all flaked) were considered likely to be 

associated with the Mt William stone axe quarry. The glass artefact was noted as being of uncertain 

origin and may not in fact be associated with Aboriginal activities (1996: 24-25).  

Murphy (1996: 26-28) interpreted this data: 

 The high proportion of waste flakes and low proportion of flakes was interpreted as meaning 

the lithic scatters are highly disturbed and/or were not intensively utilised. 

 Low core numbers indicated raw material sources were some distance away. 

 High number of tools lost or abandoned at isolated stone artefact locations. 

 Aboriginal places were occupied briefly and activities included the manufacture, repairing and 

discarding of tools. 

 Wood working and/or skin processing activities are indicated by the presence of scrapers. 

Merri Creek (Ellender 1997) 

Ellender (1997) undertook an assessment along the Merri Creek corridor from Craigieburn Road to 

Hearnes Swamp. Ellender examined all landscape units within this corridor: the creek corridor, 

adjacent native grasslands and hills. A total of 3,600 ha was subject to a field survey, with low ground 
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surface visibility (5-30%) considered to have hindered the identification of Aboriginal places (Ellender 

1997: 38). 

Thirty-five Aboriginal places were recorded as part of the survey which included 17 stone artefact 

scatters, 15 scarred trees and three isolated stone artefacts. Most of the Aboriginal places identified 

(71%) were within the creek corridor landscape unit, whilst the remainder were located in the 

grasslands. No Aboriginal places were located in the hills landscape unit. All but one Aboriginal place 

was located in close association with either the Merri Creek or tributaries of the creek. Stone artefact 

scatters were commonly identified within eroding creek banks. In the grassland unit scarred trees 

were the most common place type, with 33% of the identified scarred trees occurring in this unit 

(1997: 38-40). 

A total of 171 stone artefacts were documented and these were dominated by silcrete and quartz 

artefacts although basalt, chert, quartzite and glass artefacts were recorded. On average fragments 

comprised 49% of the lithic assemblage at each place, unmodified flakes on average 56%, cores 

formed on average 6% at seven places, usewear on average 11% at nine places and scrapers 10-

40% at six places. Microliths were present in the assemblage (1997: 42-44).2 

Scarred trees were generally in poor health with only 13% described as being in good health. Most of 

the scars were relatively small, with two toe holes identified at VAHR 7922-0719 (1997: 45). 

In comparison with the southern sections of the Merri Creek, Ellender (1997: 46) observed that 

Aboriginal places in the north contained smaller numbers of stone artefacts and were less dispersed, 

possibly because they were less disturbed. The grasslands in the northern section contained fewer 

and smaller numbers of stone artefact scatters – indicating the grasslands were not used for base 

camps. Ellender suggests that the habit of regularly firing the grasslands may have made them 

unsuitable for base camps, and interprets the places as reflecting seasonal use. Little variation in the 

lithic assemblage was identified. Ellender did highlight that local raw materials (silcrete and quartz) 

were most commonly represented in the lithic assemblage, and that the lower numbers of other raw 

materials reflected their lack of availability. Overall the Aboriginal places were determined to reflect 

Aboriginal people’s use of the Merri Creek and its resources, with scatters identified as representing 

Aboriginal groups brief stops. Bark removal scars were predominantly linked to the manufacture of 

small items such as shields and containers, with two scars believed associated with the manufacture 

of shelters. One tree contained toe-holds associated with tree climbing (1997: 40, 45, 46).  

2.3.4 Archaeological Assessments in the Local Area 

The following localised archaeological assessments have been undertaken within 3 km of the PSP 

study area and include those studies which involved a field survey and/or a subsurface testing 

program. 

                                                      
2 Raw material and typology data is presented in Ellender (1997) as a percentage for each Aboriginal 
place – so it is not possible to determine the breakdown of each characteristic for the lithic 
assemblage as a whole. 
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75 Stewart Street, Beveridge (Hyett 2004; Athanasiadis ND; Light 2012a, Light 2013) 

Hyett (2004) undertook a cultural heritage assessment of a c. 128 ha property east of Stewart Street 

and immediately east of the PSP study area. Hyett (2004: 8) described the property as comprising 

cleared agricultural land that slopes gently to the south and contains a series of stony terraces and 

grassy flats. The property was subject to a field survey. Ground surface visibility was extremely poor 

due to think pasture grasses, with visibility only afforded in areas of ground disturbance caused by 

stock trampling and sections along dry stone walls. No subsurface testing was undertaken as part of 

the assessment (Hyett 2004: 15-17).  

One Aboriginal place (VAHR 7823-0119) was identified during the field assessment, comprising an 

isolated silcrete flake located on a disturbed dam bank. This artefact was found in proximity to a stony 

rise and the report suggested it may have been washed down from this higher ground (Hyett 2004: 

15). Two previously registered Aboriginal places occurring on the boundary of the property (VAHR 

7823-0075 and VAHR 7823-0076) were unable to be re-identified due to thick grass cover (Hyett 

2004: 15). 

Sections of the property in proximity to VAHR 7823-0075, VAHR 7823-0076 and a place occurring to 

the east of the property, VAHR 7823-0077, were examined for additional Aboriginal stone artefacts, 

however no material was identified due to the presence of long pasture grasses. The report 

concluded that there is a potential for low density stone artefact scatters to occur within the property, 

particularly within elevated story rise landforms (Hyett 2004: 19).  

Athanasiadis (ND) prepared a draft CHMP, which was subsequently discontinued, for the same 

property. A pedestrian survey was undertaken over three days in October 2007 (Athanasiadis ND: 9). 

No Aboriginal cultural heritage was identified and poor ground surface visibility, due to thick grass 

cover, was reported (Athanasiadis ND: 9). A subsurface testing program was undertaken over three 

days in October 2007 (Athanasiadis ND: 10). Two 1x1 m excavation pits (EPs), twenty-one shovel 

test pits (STPs) and eight mechanical transects were excavated across the property. The two test pits 

were excavated on stony rises, one in proximity to the location of VAHR 7823-0119 and one in 

proximity to VAHR 7823-0075 and VAHR 7823-0076. The five STP transects were located on stony 

rises and the mechanical transects were all located on low-lying land. A total of 50% of the 

mechanically excavated deposit was sieved.  

Stratigraphic sequences across the stony rises (excavation pits and shovel test pits) were generally 

homogenous and revealed a grey-brown or red-brown, dry, firm silt to c. 200 mm overlying brown clay 

(Athanasiadis ND: 10-12). On the low-lying land firm silty clay overlay grey-brown blocky clay at c. 

200 mm (Athanasiadis ND: 12-13). 

No Aboriginal cultural heritage was identified as a result of the subsurface testing and VAHR 7823-

0075, VAHR 7823-0076 and 7823-0119 were not re-identified, which Athanasiadis (ND: 13) 

suggested is likely a result of impact by land use activities. 

Light (2012a) prepared a CHMP (11338) for the above property, which also assessed a small block 

on Stewart Street (where a residential dwelling is located) and a small strip of land between 75 
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Stewart Street and the railway line. The Desktop Assessment indicated that elevated land in the 

region, primarily stony rises, were associated with Aboriginal cultural heritage. The Standard 

Assessment identified that 31 stony rises occur within the activity area and that the remainder of the 

area comprised low-lying plain with a creek tributary dissecting the southeast corner. Where Hyett 

(2004) described 'stony terraces' this is, in fact, stony rises on land which slopes down in a step-like 

manner from north (the base of Mount Fraser) to south. Ground surface visibility was poor with 

occasional exposures surrounding basalt floaters on stony rises and as a result of stock activity. 

Stone artefacts were identified on surface exposures on six stony rises.  

The field survey established that the grid co-ordinates for the locations of VAHR 7823-0075 and 

VAHR 7823-0076 were incorrectly reported, although 100 m accuracy was indicated on the VAHR 

cards for both of these places. The plans associated with both of these places suggest that they are 

located within the railway reserve to the east of the property. The survey did not reidentify the 

previously registered Aboriginal place, VAHR 7823-0119, however an additional two stone artefacts 

were identified on the surface of the stony rise associated with this place. Stone artefacts (n=28) were 

identified on the surface of an additional five stony rises on small areas of ground surface exposure. 

Ground surface visibility was very poor across the majority of the activity area due to thick grass 

cover, with effective survey coverage calculated at c. 1.258%. 

A subsequent subsurface testing program (Complex Assessment) excavated 32 1x1 m excavation 

pits (EPs), 123 0.5x0.5 m shovel test pits (STPs), three 3x3 m EPs, one 2x2 m EP and 19 mechanical 

transects. Testing focussed on the stony rises but the low-lying land was also subject to assessment 

with all of the mechanical testing, two EPs and 11 of the STPs excavated on this landform.  

The subsurface testing revealed that the stony rise stratigraphy comprised c. 400 mm of very dark 

brown silt overlying dark brown silty clay. Medium to large basalt inclusions and floaters were present 

and often excavation ceased when large floaters were exposed. The low-lying land comprised an 

upper humic deposit of c. 50 mm of very dark greyish-brown silt overlying dark brown silty clay. A dark 

greyish-brown sticky clay occurred at c. 250 mm on this landform.  

Aboriginal cultural heritage in the form of stone artefacts (n=884) was identified in subsurface contexts 

on 17 stony rises during the subsurface testing. In total, 17 discrete areas of Aboriginal cultural 

heritage, including VAHR 7823-0119, were determined to encompass stony rises as a result of the 

CHMP assessment and these additional places were registered as VAHR 7823-0217 - 0233. Ten of 

these contained subsurface stone artefacts only, one comprised surface stone artefacts only and six 

comprised both surface and subsurface stone artefacts. This result conformed to the pattern of site 

distribution predicted by the Desktop Assessment which had highlighted the association between 

stony rises and Aboriginal places as well as the low sensitivity of the low-lying land.  

These Aboriginal places range in size from single stone artefacts to an extensive scatter of 326 stone 

artefacts but the samples recovered from most are small and only six places contain more than 20 

artefacts. It is probable that the smaller places represent opportunistic manufacture and/or use of 

stone artefacts associated with the exploitation of a particular resource and/or carrying out of a 
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specific task whereas the larger places may have been occupied for longer periods or on a number of 

occasions and were places where a wider range of activities occurred. 

The most common raw materials in the assemblage (in total) are quartz and silcrete, with c. 10% of 

the artefacts made of trachytic rock and minor amounts of basalt, quartzite, unidentified material and 

a fine-grained siliceous rock, that may be silcrete, also present. The presence of trachytic rock in the 

assemblage is interesting as this material has previously not been identified at any other places in the 

geographic region within which the activity area is located. This volcanic rock probably derives from 

the region west of the activity area around Mt Macedon, Lancefield, Trentham and Woodend and it is 

possible that some of this material, which is highly patinated, is tachylyte from Kyneton, which is 

located approximately 50 km to the northwest. The proportions of different raw materials varies from 

place to place, but this variability is unrelated to sample size or location within the activity area and is 

therefore presumably a reflection of the activities that people were undertaking at these locations and 

possibly also the period when these different locations were used/occupied. 

While the quartz and some of the silcrete in the assemblage was probably obtained from alluvial 

sources associated with nearby creeks and streams, some of the silcrete has a rough, non-pebble 

cortex, indicating that it was obtained from an outcrop or quarried source. In general, it appears that 

small, locally available pebbles of quartz were being reduced within the Light (2012a) study area, 

although most primary decortification of these pebbles occurred at another location. In contrast, 

silcrete working seems to be limited to the places with larger artefact assemblages and the artefacts 

at these places generally derive from highly reduced cores that were decortified at another location. 

At the places with smaller assemblages it appears that silcrete artefacts were generally not being 

manufactured on-site but were being introduced to the area following production at another location in 

the landscape. There is limited evidence for in situ manufacture of trachytic rock artefacts and it is 

likely that most of these were also introduced into the study area following manufacture at another 

location. While artefacts of all raw materials show evidence of having been utilised, silcrete was used 

preferentially in the manufacture of retouched artefacts, particularly Australian Small Tool Tradition 

(ASTT) forms.  

The presence of cores, a range of flaking products, formal tools, hammerstones and utilised non-

retouched artefacts indicate that core reduction, tool manufacture and tool use were all occurring 

within the activity area. The variety of tools identified, which include small ASTT forms that were 

probably hafted on to spears for hunting, scrapers that would have been used for manufacturing 

wooden implements or preparing skins and a variety of utilised unretouched pieces that could have 

performed a variety of tasks, indicates that a wide range of activities took place at this location.  

As a result of the CHMP assessment, three zones of archaeological sensitivity were defined in the 

study area by Light (2012a): 

 Zone 1: High Aboriginal Archaeological Sensitivity – included the six higher density/larger 

Aboriginal places considered to be of moderate or high scientific significance (VAHR 7823-

0220, VAHR 7823-0222, VAHR 7823-0225, VAHR 7823-0230, VAHR 7823-0232 and VAHR 

7823-0233), all located on stony rises, are included within this zone. It is considered that 
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additional stone artefacts of moderate-high density will occur in a subsurface context within 

this zone, with the possibility for cultural deposits of relatively good integrity to be present. 

 Zone 2: Moderate Aboriginal Archaeological Sensitivity – included the remaining 12 of the 

stony rises determined to comprise Aboriginal cultural heritage considered to be of low 

scientific significance (VAHR 7823-0119, VAHR 7823-0217 - 0219, VAHR 7823-0221, VAHR 

7823-0223 - 0224, VAHR 7823-0226 - 0299 and VAHR 7823-0231) are included within this 

zone as well as eight of the larger stony rises on which Aboriginal cultural heritage was not 

identified. It is considered that isolated or low density subsurface occurrences of stone 

artefacts will occur in a subsurface context within this zone. 

 Zone 3: Low Aboriginal Archaeological Sensitivity – included the four small stony rises on 

which Aboriginal cultural material was not identified, the large stony rise on which the 

residence and associated sheds are located and all areas of plain and tributary margin 

landform within the activity area. It is considered that there is low potential for Aboriginal 

cultural heritage of low scientific significance (e.g. isolated occurrences of subsurface stone 

artefacts) to be present in this zone. 

An archaeological salvage program following the management recommendations as detailed in 

CHMP 11338 (Light 2012a) was undertaken prior to commencement of the activity.  The program 

included salvage of 15 Aboriginal cultural heritage places (VAHR 7823-0119, VAHR 7823-0217 to 

VAHR 7823-0230).  An additional Aboriginal place, consisting of a single stone artefact (VAHR 7823-

0304) was identified during excavation and was recorded and salvaged as part of this program.   

Salvage included excavation of between one and two 1 x 1 m pits at each known place within the 

activity area.  Additional stone artefacts were recovered from each place with highest frequencies 

from VAHR 7823-0220 (n=87), VAHR 7823-0225 (n=799), VAHR 7823-0230 (n=127).  A small 

number of places (n=6) yielded no additional material.  The largest places with the highest densities of 

material provided the majority of information for analysis.  The salvage concluded: 

 A very small amount of nodule or slab preparation took place within the activity area, and was 

identified at VAHR 7823-0220, VAHR 7823-0225 and VAHR 7823-0230;  

 The reduction of cores using freehand, direct, hard-hammer percussion took place at all four 

Aboriginal places;  

 Core reduction using an anvil and bipolar flaking techniques were used at VAHR 7823-0222, 

VAHR 7823-0225 and VAHR 7823-0230;  

 Tool blank selection, and a combination of expedient and more time and energy-intensive tool 

production was evident in the assemblages of all four Aboriginal places; and, 

 Tool discard was also evident at all four Aboriginal places (Light 2013: 13).  
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Proposed Bluestone Quarry (Tulloch 1995) 

Tulloch (1995) conducted a pedestrian survey of an area of land south of Beveridge proposed for 

temporary bluestone extraction. Poor ground surface visibility, due to pasture grass, influenced the 

survey method with only areas of potential exposure (e.g. fencelines, animal and vehicle tracks) and 

areas considered sensitive for Aboriginal archaeology targeted. These sensitive areas included creek 

banks, stony rises, swamps and tributaries (Tulloch 1995: 5). One silcrete flake (VAHR 7822-0783) 

was identified as a result of the survey. This Aboriginal place was located in the rail reserve adjacent 

to the proposed quarry study area c. 100 m north of Merri Creek. 

PowerTel Sydney to Melbourne Optical Fibre Cable Route (Cusack and Freslov 2001) 

Cusack and Freslov (2001) undertook a linear archaeological survey for a proposed optical fibre cable 

between Melbourne and Sydney. This study was undertaken along the existing Sydney-Melbourne 

Gas Pipeline, passing through Wallan and Beveridge along the North Eastern railway line, to the east 

of the PSP study area. The sample field surveys were directed toward areas identified as sensitive for 

Aboriginal places, such as the riverbanks, terraces and immediate environment of the Ovens and 

King rivers (Cusack & Freslov 2001: 42).  

Very few Aboriginal places were identified in these locations due to the limited survey coverage, 

which was restricted to waterway crossings rather than surveys along the waterways. A total of five 

Aboriginal places were identified during the field assessment, and an additional 12 Aboriginal places 

recorded during monitoring of installation works including VAHR 7823-0075, VAHR 7823-0076 and 

VAHR 7823-0077 which were located on the eastern boundary of the PSP study area. These places 

all comprised isolated stone artefacts made on silcrete and were relocated from one side of the rail 

reserve to the other at the time of works (Cusack & Freslov 2001: 42). 

Wallan Waste Water Management Facility (Bell 2002) 

Bell (2002) undertook an archaeological survey for a proposed wastewater management facility at 

Wallan, c. 2 km north of the PSP study area on the western side of the Hume Hwy. The investigation 

area comprised c. 5 ha of agricultural land to the west of Mt Fraser. Ground surface visibility was poor 

during the field survey due to long pasture grass.  

The survey identified two Aboriginal places (Bell 2002: 6-8):  

 VAHR 7823-0100 an isolated quartz core located on a vehicle track; and 

 VAHR 7823-0101 a scarred tree comprising a single scar on a healthy gum tree located on 

volcanic plain.  

In addition, two areas of archaeological sensitivity were identified comprising two swampy areas. Bell 

(2002: 4) determined that Aboriginal places are likely to occur on basalt plains and will most 

commonly comprise low density stone artefact scatters, isolated stone artefacts and scarred trees 

close to water sources.   
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Mandalay Estate Precinct, Beveridge (Chandler 2006, 2007a, 2007b; Chandler & Long 2007) 

An archaeological survey and subsurface testing program was conducted of a 260 ha property in 

Beveridge (Chandler 2006; 2007; 2007b) to the immediate west of the PSP study area. A CHMP 

involving further subsurface investigation and reporting on the earlier results, was subsequently 

undertaken (Chandler & Long 2007). 

The property was characterised by an undulating plain cleared of native vegetation. Low rises, 

including stony rises, occur throughout the property with a prominent rise occurring in the south west 

of the property. Drainage channels dissect the property (Chandler & Long 2007: 12). These have 

been modified and the original drainage regime is likely to have been characterised by intermittent 

swamps in the low lying areas. 

A two-stage field survey of the property (Chandler 2006; 2007a), involving pedestrian and vehicular 

survey, was undertaken by two people over two days. This focussed on inspecting areas of surface 

visibility such as stock tracks, vehicle tracks and exposures along fence lines. Surface visibility was 

<5%, due grass cover. Two Aboriginal places were identified during the survey. VAHR 7823-0164 

comprised two silcrete stone artefacts on flat land 500 m from an ephemeral water source and VAHR 

7823-0165 comprised four silcrete stone artefacts on the top of the prominent southwest rise located 

500 m from an ephemeral water source (2007a: 37-39, 55, 91-92). 

Two stages of subsurface testing were undertaken on the property. Stage 1 aimed to determine: the 

archaeological sensitivity of the drainage features, broader plains and stony rise landforms across the 

property; and, the nature and extent of VAHR 7823-164 and VAHR 7823-165. This was tested 

through: 

 The mechanical excavation of 55 transects (2 m wide x 30 m long) in a loose grid pattern, 

with 20-30% sample sieving of excavated deposits, to a sterile deposit; 

 The manual excavation of one shovel test pits (0.4 x 0.4 m) near VAHR 7823-0164; 

 The manual excavation of four shovel test pits (0.4 x 0.4 m) near VAHR 7823-0165; 

 The manual excavation of two shovel test pits (0.4 x 0.4 m) on a rise, adjacent to a 

mechanical transect in which stone artefacts had been identified (subsequently recorded as 

VAHR 7823-0181). 

 The manual excavation of 20 shovel test pits (0.4 x 0.4 m) within and adjacent to a drainage 

channel; 

 70-100% sieving of soil excavated from shovel test pits (2007: 41-42). 

Further subsurface testing was then carried out to determine the nature and extent of VAHR 7823-

0165 and conduct further archaeological testing at VAHR 7823-0164, VAHR 7823-0181 and VAHR 

7823-0171 (a single stone artefact identified in a mechanical transect). This was undertaken through 

86 mechanical auger test probes (0.34 diameter), 12 manual shovel test pits and four manual 1 x 1 m 

excavation pits, which were all subject to 100% sieving, and excavated to clay (2007: 47-9). 
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The subsurface testing established that subsurface soils were characterised by a veneer of topsoil, 

varying in depth but normally <200 mm of fine brown loam over compact clay. The clay represents the 

insitu weathering of basalt (2007: 42). The testing identified stone artefacts 70-150 mm below the 

ground surface with: 

 Nine stone artefacts identified in three mechanical transects; 

 18 stone artefacts subsequently identified on the surface of two mechanical transect. 

 86 stone artefacts in four 1 x 1 m manual excavation pits; 

 20 stone artefacts in auger probes at four locations (2007: 44, 51, 56, 57, 94-118). 

In total five Aboriginal places were identified on the property, comprising 139 stone artefacts in 

surface and shallow subsurface deposits.3 Two Aboriginal places (VAHR 7823-0164 and VAHR 7823-

0171) comprised 1-2 stone artefacts located on flat ground occurring 500 m and 100 m, respectively, 

from an ephemeral water course. Two Aboriginal places (VAHR -0181 and VAHR 7823-0190) 

comprised 20 and nine stone artefacts, respectively, either on the top or side of low rises. These 

places occurred 300-370 m from ephemeral water courses. VAHR 7823-0165 contained 108 stone 

artefacts identified on the side of a prominent south west rise, 500 m from an ephemeral water source 

(2007: 55-57). 

The lithic assemblage was subject to a basic analysis. This determined that the highest density of 

stone artefacts was 78 per m² at VAHR 7823-0165. VAHR 7823-0181 also contained a relatively high 

density of stone artefacts (17 per m²). Raw material was dominated by silcrete (86%) with quartz 

(9%), quartzite (4%) and crystal quartz (1%) also represented. The majority of the assemblage 

consisted of debitage (61%). The remainder contained complete flakes (19%), cores (4%) and broken 

flakes (16%). Only two tools (1.4% of the assemblage) were identified and these comprised a scraper 

and a possible backed blade (2007: 62-65). 

Chandler and Long (2007: 65, 67) interpret the results as revealing that Aboriginal occupation away 

from major drainage corridors such as Deep Creek and Merri Creek, focused on prominent rises in 

the landscape rather than on the margins of ill defined swampy depressions and drainage lines. 

Aboriginal people utilised the broader local on a consistent but occasional basis for short term 

activities, with socio-economic activity concentrated on prominent rises. Tools were manufactured on 

these rises, indicating other subsistence processes may have occurred besides the manufacture of 

tools. 

Melbourne-Sydney Passing Lanes Project (Matthews et. al. 2005; Feldman, Chandler & Howell-

Meurs 2007; Feldman, Howell-Meurs & Mathews 2007) 

Matthews et. al. (2005) conducted a field survey of areas proposed for passing lane construction 

along the Melbourne-Sydney railway line, from Melbourne to Albury. The assessment included a 
                                                      
3 The stone artefact numbers as presented in the lithic analysis to not match the stone artefact 
numbers as presented in the results of the survey and testing phase. It is unclear where this 
discrepancy has arisen. 
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combination of pedestrian and vehicle survey of ten proposed passing lanes. This summary 

discusses Passing Lane 3 only as it is in proximity to Beveridge. Passing Lane 3 comprised 11.8 km 

of rail and extended from Donnybrook to Wallan and runs through Hearnes Swamp in the north and 

crosses Merri Creek and some of its tributaries in the south. As the southern half of this passing lane 

had been previously surveyed (cf. Cusack & Freslov 2001), survey was conducted in the northern 

section only. No Aboriginal cultural heritage was identified. Two areas comprising high rises adjacent 

to Hearnes swamp were determined to be of moderate Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity 

(Matthews et. al. 2005: 45). 

A subsequent field survey undertaken by Feldman, Chandler and Howell-Meurs (2007) focussed 

entirely on the passing lane immediately adjacent to Beveridge (as per Matthews et. al. 2005 Passing 

Lane 3 but renamed Passing Lane 2). The field survey focussed only on those areas not surveyed by 

Cusack and Freslov (2001) or Matthews et. al. (2005). Very little information is provided regarding the 

field survey results, excepting that previous disturbance was noted and ground surface visibility was 

poor, resulting in <5% effective survey coverage (Feldman, Chandler and Howell-Meurs 2007: 54). No 

Aboriginal places were identified during the field survey. Three zones of sensitivity were defined by 

Feldman, Chandler and Howell-Meurs (2007: 25): 

 Zone 1 moderate-high Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity: two high rises overlooking 

Hearnes Swamp (as defined by Matthews et. al. 2005: 45); 3 km of land extending 

approximately from Donovans Rd to Donnybrook flanked by Merri Creek and tributaries of 

Merri Creek; 

 Zone 2 moderate Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity: 100 m either side of two drainage 

corridors, one 600 m south of Donovans Lane adjacent to Bald Hill and one. c. 1.7 km north 

of Donovans Lane; and, 

 Zone 3 low Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity: remainder of Passing Lane 2. 

Feldman, Howell-Meurs & Mathews (2007) subsequently prepared a CHMP for Passing Lane 2 (as 

defined by Feldman, Chandler and Howell-Meurs 2007). The CHMP comprised a field survey and a 

subsurface testing program. The field survey encompassed the entire area of Passing Lane 2 with 

ground surface visibility limited by vegetation and track ballast with effective survey coverage reported 

as c. 15% (Feldman, Howell-Meurs & Mathews 2007: 34). No Aboriginal cultural heritage was 

identified, which Feldman, Howell-Meurs & Mathews (2007: 34) suggested may be a result of the low 

ground surface visibility and extensive previous disturbance. Survey units were rated (1-5) according 

to their level of risk of harm to Aboriginal cultural heritage and those with a rating of 3-5 (including 16 

locations) were subject to subsurface testing (Feldman, Howell-Meurs & Mathews 2007: 35). Phase 1 

subsurface testing excavated a total of 131 STPs and two hand-excavated 1 x 0.5 m pits. The testing 

revealed extensive disturbance resulting from the construction of the railway with pockets of 

undisturbed deposits displaying varied stratigraphy which can be generally described as: 

 0-20 mm: humic layer; 

 20-100 mm: mid-brown/grey loam; 
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 100 mm: brown mottled clay and mudstone base. 

Three Aboriginal places were identified as a result of the Phase 1 testing, all stone artefact scatters 

(VAHR 7822-2217, VAHR 7822-2218 and VAHR 7823-0189). 

Phase 2 testing targeted nine areas based on previously registered Aboriginal place locations within 

the proposed Passing Lane 2, including the three places identified during phase one and the 

previously registered stone artefact scatters VAHR 7822-0075, VAHR 7822-0076, VAHR 7822-0783, 

VAHR 7822-1173, VAHR 7822-1175 and VAHR 7822-1175. A total of 67 STPs, two 1 x 1 m EPs and 

two 1 x 0.5 m pits were excavated during Phase 2 testing. Additional Aboriginal cultural material, in 

the form of stone artefacts, was only identified in association with the previously registered Aboriginal 

place VAHR 7822-0189, located on the slope of a stony rise adjacent to a major drainage line. 

Feldman, Howell-Meurs & Mathews (2007: 47) suggested that the absence of additional Aboriginal 

cultural heritage at the other places is a reflection of disturbance in the area as well as the diffuse 

nature of those stone artefact occurrences. Feldman, Howell-Meurs & Mathews (2007: 47) suggested 

that the results, particularly the results for VAHR 7822-0189, indicated the influence that localised 

landforms, such as stony rises and drainage lines, had on Aboriginal occupation. 

Lockerbie Estate, Kalkallo (Fiddian & Orr 2010) 

Fiddian and Orr (2010) conducted an archaeological survey of a c. 1125 ha property ('Lockerbie') at 

Kalkallo for a proposed residential development, immediately south of the PSP study area to the east 

of the Hume Highway. The property was primarily used for cattle and sheep grazing and comprised a 

grassed undulating volcanic plain which contained several localised occurrences of stony rises and 

was dissected by several drainage lines (Fiddian & Orr 2010: 2-5).  

A combination of pedestrian and 'windscreen' field assessment was undertaken to determine the 

archaeological sensitivity of the property. Ground surface visibility varied between 0-10% throughout 

the property due to pasture grasses, with some areas of good visibility around gates, dams, troughs 

and fence lines (Fiddian & Orr 2010: 16-18).  

A total of 14 Aboriginal places were identified during the field assessment (VAHR 7822-2024 to VAHR 

7822-2028 and VAHR 7823-0151 to VAHR 7823-0159. These Aboriginal places comprised ten 

isolated stone artefacts located on volcanic plain surfaces and stony rises throughout the property, 

and four stone artefact scatters located in proximity to a tributary of Merri Creek on a stony rise. Stone 

artefacts were made on silcrete, quartz, quartzite and mudstone, and included flakes, blades, 

scrapers, angular fragments, cores and debitage (Fiddian & Orr 2010: 16-22).  

Three areas of archaeological sensitivity were also identified during the field assessment including 

stony rises, the Merri Creek corridor and drainage lines forming minor tributaries of Merri Creek. 

However, due to European land use practices, the greater proportion of these areas were found to 

have undergone some level of ground disturbance from agricultural practices and quarrying (Fiddian 

& Orr 2010: 18-24).  
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Wollert to Wandong pipeline (Murphy & Morris 2013) 

Tardis (2013) undertook a CHMP for an interconnect gas pipeline from Wollert to Wandong.  The 

CHMP only covered the section of the works within the Wurundjeri RAP boundary across a linear 

distance of 23.8 km.  Prior to the field assessment, the desktop assessment developed a site 

prediction model: 

 Merri Creek and its surrounds had resources exploited by Aboriginal people.  It was an easily 

traversed landscape and offered vantage points across country. 

 Archaeological place types are most likely to be stone artefact scatters with lesser 

frequencies of scarred trees.  Less common occurrences of earth features, human remains, 

quarries and stone arrangements have a lower likelihood to be present. 

 Stone artefact scatters are likely to be identified close to waterways, confluences and 

tributaries.  Low densities of material may be present on stony rises and on the foothills of the 

southern fall of the high lands.  Material types are likely to include silcrete and quartz with a 

lesser presence of other raw materials.  Artefact types are likely to be flakes with lesser 

numbers of formal tool types and are likely to date to the late Holocene. 

During the Standard Assessment the activity area was divided into three survey areas: 

1. Basaltic plains; 

2. Swamps and depressions; 

3. Hills and valleys. 

Landforms across these areas include stony rises, elevated land adjacent to creek banks, swamp 

fringes, tops of hills and ridge lines.  Ground surface visibility and therefore effective survey coverage 

was very low, less than 1% across the activity area.  Regardless, a single stone artefact scatter VAHR 

7923-0352 was recorded during the field survey.  The standard assessment determined that land 

within 100 m of the escarpment of Skeleton Creek is likely to be sensitive for subsurface deposits of 

Aboriginal cultural material. 

The CHMP progressed to a complex assessment and targeted areas of potential archaeological 

sensitivity recorded during the survey.  The complex assessment resulted in the excavation of 180 

test pits measuring 3x3 m, 2x2 m, 3x1 m, 2x2m 1x1 m and 0.5x0.5 m all conducted by hand.   

Shallow soils yielded 8 Aboriginal subsurface places comprising 3 stone artefact scatters (VAHR 

7822-3654, VAHR 7923-0351, VAHR 7923-0353) and low density artefact distributions (VAHR 7822-

3647, VAHR 7822-3659, VAHR7923-0305 and VAHR 7923-0347).  VAHR 7822-3654 recorded during 

the standard assessment also contained a subsurface component.  Each of these places was 

recorded on landforms including the volcanic plain, swampland or on hills and valleys and were 

identified at depths between 230-250 mm. 
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2.4 SEARCH OF THE VICTORIAN ABORIGINAL HERITAGE REGISTER 

A review of the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register (VAHR) maintained by the Office of Aboriginal 

Affairs Victoria (OAAV) was initially undertaken in September 2011, again in October 2012 and most 

recently September 2014. This focussed on examining the registered distribution of Aboriginal cultural 

heritage places within 3 km of the PSP study area.  A total of 55 previously recorded Aboriginal 

places are registered within 3 km of the study area. These are listed in Table 1 and presented in 

Figure 8. 

VAHR No Place Type Place Contents Place Context 

7822-0783 Artefact Scatter One silcrete artefact Located on disturbed ground on flat land 
on track adjacent to North Eastern 
Railway Line 

7822-1173 Artefact Scatter Silcrete blade and 
core 

Located on disturbed railway reserve 
adjacent to North Eastern Railway Line 

7822-1174 Artefact Scatter One silcrete scraper 
and possible edge 
ground axe 

Located on disturbed railway reserve 
adjacent to North Eastern Railway Line 

7822-2218 Artefact Scatter One quartzite flake   Located on disturbed railway reserve 
adjacent to North Eastern Railway Line 

7822-2027 Artefact Scatter A single broken 
mudstone flake 

Situated on a low land plain on the edge 
of a dam in a disturbed context. 

7823-0075 Artefact Scatter Two silcrete flakes 
and one silcrete 
scraper 

Located on disturbed railway reserve 
adjacent to North Eastern Railway Line  

7823-0076 Artefact Scatter One silcrete core; 
One silcrete broken 
flake 

Located on disturbed railway reserve 
adjacent to North Eastern Railway Line  

7823-0077 Artefact Scatter One crystal quartz 
proximal flake 

Located on disturbed railway reserve 
adjacent to North Eastern Railway Line  

7823-0100 Artefact Scatter One quartz core 
fragment 

Located on plain 

7823-0101 Scarred Tree Single scar on healthy 
gum 

Located on volcanic plain close to a 
swamp 

7823-0119 Artefact Scatter Three silcrete 
artefacts 

Located on dam bank on stony rise and 
on stony rise 

7823-0151 Artefact Scatter Eight stone artefacts 
made on silcrete, 
quartzite, quartz and 
mudstone 

Located on a stony rise within an 
agricultural property 

7823-0152 Artefact Scatter One silcrete scraper Located on grassed volcanic plain in 
area disturbed  by stock  

7823-0153 Artefact Scatter One multi-directional 
quartz core 

Located on grassed volcanic plain in 
area disturbed  by stock 

7823-0154 Artefact Scatter One quartz flake Located on grassed volcanic plain in 
area disturbed  by stock 

7823-0155 Artefact Scatter Two silcrete and two 
quartzite artefacts 

Located on a stony rise 

7823-0156 Artefact Scatter One broken silcrete 
flake 

Located on a stony rise 

7823-0157 Artefact Scatter One silcrete 
thumbnail scraper 

Located on grassed volcanic plain in 
area disturbed  by stock 

7823-0158 Artefact Scatter One silcrete broken 
notched flake  

Located on a drainage line leading to 
Merri Creek 

7823-0159 Artefact Scatter Two silcrete flakes  Located on grassed volcanic plain in 
area disturbed by fieldstone raking 
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VAHR No Place Type Place Contents Place Context 

7823-0161 Artefact Scatter Forty-four stone 
artefacts (mainly 
silcrete) sampled from 
extensive stone 
artefact scatter 

Located on crest and upper-slope of hill 
visible on exposed vehicle and stock 
tracks 

7823-0162 Artefact Scatter One silcrete flake  Located on lower-slope of hill on 
exposed stock track 

7823-0164 Artefact Scatter Two silcrete artefacts Located on disturbed area on flat ground 
7823-0165 Artefact Scatter 107 stone artefacts 

made on silcrete, 
quartz and quartzite 

Located in subsurface context (up to c. 
200 mm deep) on upper-slope of a stony 
rise 

7823-0171 Artefact Scatter One silcrete flake  Located in subsurface context on 
volcanic plain 

7823-0181 Artefact Scatter 20 silcrete, quartz and 
crystal quartz flaked 
artefacts 

Located in subsurface context (up to c. 
200 mm deep) on upper-slope of a stony 
rise 

7823-0189 Artefact Scatter Extensive artefact 
scatter made on 
silcrete, quartz, 
quartzite and hornfels 

Located in subsurface context (up to c. 
400 mm deep) on mid-slope to crest of 
stony rise on disturbed railway reserve 
adjacent to North Eastern Railway Line 

7823-0190 Artefact Scatter Nine stone artefacts 
made on silcrete, 
quartz and crystal 
quartz 

Located in subsurface context (up to 270 
mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0217 Artefact Scatter One silcrete flake Located in subsurface context (c. 250 
mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0218 Artefact Scatter Four quartz artefacts 
(1 x flaked piece, 3 x 
flakes) 

Located in subsurface context (c. 100-
400 mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0219 Artefact Scatter Nine stone artefacts 
(5 x silcrete, 3 x 
quartz, 1 x trachytic 
rock) 

Located in subsurface context (c. 100-
200 mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0220 Artefact Scatter 59 stone artefacts (36 
x quartz, 22 x silcrete, 
1 x indet) 

Located in both surface (n=2) and 
subsurface (n=57) contexts (c. 100-500 
mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0221 Artefact Scatter Nine stone artefacts 
(3 x quartz, 2 x 
trachytic rock, 2 x 
quartzite, 2 x silcrete) 

Located in both surface (n=2) and 
subsurface (n=7) contexts (c. 200-500 
mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0222 Artefact Scatter 20 stone artefacts (11 
x silcrete, 8 x quartz, 
1 x trachytic rock) 

Located in subsurface context (up to 350 
mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0223 Artefact Scatter One silcrete core Located in subsurface context (c. 100-
200 mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0224 Artefact Scatter One silcrete proximal 
flake 

Located in subsurface context (c. 150 
mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0225 Artefact Scatter 114 stone artefacts 
(71 x silcrete, 19 x 
trachytic rock, 19 x 
quartz, 4 x indet, 1 x 
quartzite) 

Located in both surface (n=18) and 
subsurface (n=96) contexts (up to c. 600 
mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0226 Artefact Scatter Four stone artefacts 
(3 x quartz, 1 x 
silcrete) 

Located in subsurface context (c. 100-
300 mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0227 Artefact Scatter One silcrete backed 
blade 

Located in subsurface context (c. 1-100 
mm deep) on a stony rise 
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VAHR No Place Type Place Contents Place Context 

7823-0228 Artefact Scatter Three stone artefacts 
(2 x trachytic rock, 1 x 
indet) 

Located in both surface (n=2) and 
subsurface (n=1) contexts (c. 250 mm 
deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0229 Artefact Scatter Five quartz artefacts Located in subsurface context (c. 100-
400 mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0230 Artefact Scatter 326 stone artefacts 
(78 x quartz, 199 x 
silcrete, 1 x basalt, 6 x 
indeterminate, 7 x 
quartzite, 35 x 
trachytic rock) 

Located in both surface (n=4) and 
subsurface (n=322) contexts (c. 1-500 
mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0231 Artefact Scatter One trachytic rock 
proximal flake 

Located in subsurface context (c. 100-
400 mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0232 Artefact Scatter 310 stone artefacts 
(186 x quartz, 97 x 
silcrete, 24 x trachytic 
rock, 4 x quartzite) 

Located in subsurface context (c. 100-
500 mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0233 Artefact Scatter 44 stone artefacts (33 
x quartz, 9 x silcrete, 
1 x quartzite, 1 x 
trachytic rock) 

Located in subsurface context (c. 100-
400 mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0235 Artefact Scatter 411 stone artefacts 
(393 x silcrete, 14 x 
quartz, 2 x crystal 
quartz, 2 x indet) 

Located in both surface (n=60) and 
subsurface (n=351) contexts (c. 1-300 
mm deep) on a stony rise 

7823-0236 Artefact Scatter 64 stone artefacts (25 
x quartz, 26 x silcrete, 
1 x basalt, 1 x granite, 
5 x quartzite, 1 x 
tachylyte) 

Located on surface of heavily eroded 
banks of Kalkallo Creek on incised 
margin of gently inclined lower slope 

7823-0237 Artefact Scatter Seven artefacts made 
on tachylyte, 
quartzite, quartz and 
silcrete. 

Located on a heavily eroded bank of a 
stream, likely to have an in situ 
component. 

7823-0238 Artefact Scatter Four artefacts made 
on silcrete and quartz. 

Located on a heavily eroded bank of a 
stream, likely to have an in situ 
component. 

7823-0239 Artefact Scatter One silcrete flake Located on surface of heavily eroded 
bank of tributary of Kalkallo Creek on 
incised margin of gently inclined lower 
slope 

7823-0240 Artefact Scatter One quartzite flake Located on surface of heavily eroded 
bank of tributary of Kalkallo Creek on 
incised margin of gently inclined lower 
slope 

7823-0304 LDAD Single silcrete angular 
fragment 

Recorded during salvage program 
situated on the volcanic plain. 

7823-0305 LDAD One silcrete flake Recorded on the volcanic plain during 
subsurface testing at 150 mm below the 
grounds surface. Likely to have been 
displaced by farming practices. 

7823-0307 LDAD Five stone artefacts 
including flakes made 
on quartz and silcrete. 

Situated on across an alluvial terrace, 
eroding out of the Kalkallo Creek bank. 

7823-0347 LDAD 24 stone artefacts 
including 8 flakes, 11 
broken flakes, 1 

Recorded on a rise at depths of between 
50-130 mm across a distance of 18 km. 
Artefactual material is not considered to 
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VAHR No Place Type Place Contents Place Context 

blade, 1 core and 3 
angular fragments.  

be in situ. 

Table 1: Aboriginal places recorded within 3 km of the PSP study area (highlighted place is located in PSP study area) 
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Figure 8: Aboriginal places registered on the VAHR within 3 km of the PSP study area  
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It should be noted that the known distribution of registered Aboriginal places within the geographic 

region is not an accurate representation of the actual distribution of Aboriginal places. Factors such as 

the quantity and type of cultural heritage research that has been undertaken, and field work 

conditions, have influenced the result. Nevertheless, the following patterns are evident in the 

distribution of Aboriginal places within the geographic region: 

 Of the 55 Aboriginal places registered within the 3 km region, only one (1%) is a scarred tree 

situated in close proximity to a swamp; 

 The majority (99%) of Aboriginal places within the 3 km region are stone artefact scatters; 

 There is a strong association between stone artefact scatter locations and stony rises; 

 Larger stone artefact scatters are associated with major waterways and isolated occurrences 

of stone artefacts are associated with smaller tributaries; 

 The stone artefact scatters are dominated by silcrete, with lower densities of quartz and 

quartzite and other raw materials present;  

 The stone artefact scatters with higher numbers of artefacts present were identified in shallow 

subsurface contexts on stony rises; 

 Isolated stone artefacts (<3 stone artefacts) and diffuse low density artefact scatters 

predominantly occur across the flat volcanic plains, with higher density places located on 

stony rises or hill slopes. 

2.5 ARCHAEOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY OF THE PSP STUDY AREA  

Archaeological sites frequently consist of buried deposits of material which are not visible on the 

ground surface due to a range of factors (cf. sedimentation, vegetation cover etc.). It is usually not 

possible to identify every archaeological site within a given area due to these factors, or sometimes 

the size of the study area is too large to fully survey. Most heritage impact assessments rely on 

predictive modelling to define areas of archaeological sensitivity. 

An area of Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity is likely to contain Aboriginal cultural material. Areas 

of archaeological sensitivity are rated from low to high, depending on the likelihood of the presence of 

sites and their predicted significance. A combination of factors influence the end rating, primarily: the 

known registered Aboriginal place distribution and the types of places represented (including place 

type and content), the types of landforms present and the level of disturbance by land use and other 

practices. The rating used to evaluate the archaeological sensitivity of the PSP study area was 

originally proposed in Schell (2005: 24). The conditions that generally apply for each rating level are 

described below, though it is stressed that other factors may come into play depending on the 

individual area.4  

                                                      
4 For instance, an area may contain registered Aboriginal scarred tree sites, but the potential for any 
other sites to occur in the area may be non-existent due to the absence of further mature trees. 
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Low: No registered Aboriginal places are present. Landforms in the study area are not known to be 

associated with Aboriginal places in the wider region and/or are extensively modified (i.e. tree 

clearing, cut & fill etc). 

Moderate: No registered Aboriginal places or registered Aboriginal places of low significance only 

are present. Landforms in the study area are known to be associated with Aboriginal places in the 

wider region and these have been partially modified (i.e. tree clearing, ploughing etc). 

High: Aboriginal sites of moderate – high significance are present. Landforms that contain 

Aboriginal places occur more extensively in the study area. Landforms are intact or only partially 

modified with limited disturbance by tree clearing etc.  

Four zones of Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity are proposed for the PSP study area. This does 

not consider areas which have been impacted by development of local infrastructure. These four 

zones are:  

Zone 1: High Aboriginal Archaeological Sensitivity 

This zone is shown in Figure 9 and has been rated as having high Aboriginal archaeological 

sensitivity. This zone encompasses the Aboriginal place, VAHR 7823-0235 identified in Light (2012b) 

on a large stony rise. This zone is likely to contain additional stone artefacts in subsurface contexts 

associated with the Aboriginal cultural heritage identified to-date at this location. There is low potential 

for hearths or other cultural heritage (e.g. fresh water shell and faunal, etc.) to be present in this zone. 

Zone 2: Moderate-High Aboriginal Archaeological Sensitivity 

This zone is shown in Figure 9 and has been rated as having moderate-high Aboriginal 

archaeological sensitivity. This zone includes stony and non-stony elevated areas identified from the 

roadside (their locations need to be considered indicative and must be verified). This determination is 

based on the presence of Aboriginal cultural heritage on stony rises in the wider region and within 

both the PSP study area and the wider region. This zone is likely to contain stone artefacts in both 

surface and subsurface contexts. Scarred trees may occur where mature native vegetation is located 

in proximity to former swamps, if present, in this zone. There is a low potential for hearths or other 

cultural heritage (e.g. fresh water shell and faunal, etc.) to be present in this zone. 

Zone 3: Moderate Aboriginal Archaeological Sensitivity 

This zone is shown in Figure 9 and has been rated as having moderate Aboriginal archaeological 

sensitivity. This zone includes parts of the PSP study area not subject to CHMP 11689 (Light 2012b) 

and were not able to be visually assessed for the presence of stony rises. This zone is mapped as 

comprising 'stony rises' on the geomorphological map (DPI Geomorphological Units 250). This zone 

may contain localised occurrences of stony rises. Aboriginal cultural heritage is a common occurrence 

on stony rises in the wider region and within the PSP study area. A field assessment is required in 

order to identify the stony rises within this zone and this landform, if present, is likely to contain stone 

artefacts. The spring and associated tributary which occurs to the east of the Hume Highway is 

included in this zone and stone artefacts may be present in surface and subsurface contexts in 
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proximity to it. Scarred trees may occur where mature native vegetation is located in proximity to 

former swamps, if present, in this zone. There is a low potential for hearths or other cultural heritage 

(e.g. fresh water shell and faunal, etc.) to be present in this zone. 

Zone 4: Low Aboriginal Archaeological Sensitivity 

This zone is shown in Figure 9 and has been rated as having low Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity. 

This zone includes those parts of the PSP study area which have been subject to assessment as part 

of CHMP 11689 (Light 2012b) and Aboriginal cultural heritage was not identified. Low density or 

isolated subsurface stone artefact occurrences may be present in this zone. 
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Figure 9:  Zones of Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity 
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2.6 CONCLUSION  

This desktop assessment established that one registered Aboriginal place (VAHR 7823-0235) is 

known to exist within the PSP study area, comprising surface and subsurface deposits of stone 

artefacts on a large stony rise. Archaeological investigations conducted to-date indicate that 

Aboriginal places with moderate densities of stone artefacts almost exclusively occur within the 

boundaries of stony rise landforms in the wider region (Light 2012a; 2012b) with only occasional 

isolated stone artefacts identified away from stony rises. 

Four zones of Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity were defined in the PSP study area. These zones 

were determined according to the known presence of Aboriginal cultural heritage, the known 

presence of stony rises and elevated land, limited roadside observation and geomorphological 

mapping (DPI Geomorphological Units 250). These zones comprise: 

 Zone 1 high Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity: those areas which have been confirmed to 

contain Aboriginal cultural heritage; 

 Zone 2 moderate-high Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity: those areas where stony rises 

and elevated land have been noted to occur via limited roadside observation; 

 Zone 3 moderate Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity: those areas which were unable to be 

visually assessed but are mapped as 'stony rises' on the geomorphological map (DPI 

Geomorphological Units 250); and, 

 Zone 4 low Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity: those areas subject to previous 

archaeological assessment and determined not to comprise landforms associated with 

Aboriginal cultural heritage. 

Future archaeological investigation in the PSP study area may result in changes to these zones and 

is required in order to verify the actual Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity of Zones 2 and 3. 

Stone artefact occurrences in the wider region commonly occur on stony rises both on surface 

exposures and in shallow subsurface deposits. No dating has been conducted at any of these 

Aboriginal places to-date. The strong association between Aboriginal cultural heritage and stony rises 

suggests that where stony rises occur in the PSP study area they are likely to contain surface and/or 

subsurface stone artefacts.5 

Scarred trees are a less common occurrence in the region, possibly a result of clearing of the land 

during European settlement of the area but also due to the minimal tree cover that was present on the 

plains (see Section 3.2). Where scarred trees occur they are usually associated with creeks or 

swampy areas. No creeklines occur within the PSP study area, aside from highly modified drainage 

lines. If former swamp areas are located in the PSP study area and mature native vegetation occur in 

proximity to these, Aboriginal scarring may be present. 

                                                      
5 For example, Light (2012a) identified that 58% of stony rises contained Aboriginal cultural heritage 
for the CHMP east of Stewart Street. 
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The PSP study area is located just south of a pass in the Great Dividing Range and this location, with 

the elevated, dry vantage points provided by the stony rises, will have made it a favourable location 

on an Aboriginal travel route that passed close to Beveridge (also utilised by Hume and Hovell, see 

Section 3.2). 
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3 HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section presents historical background information relating to the European occupation of the 

PSP study area and the wider region, including data on known historical sites and zones of 

archaeological sensitivity. 

3.2 HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

While travelling through the area in 1824, Hamilton Hume and William Hovell climbed Mount Fraser, 

to the north of the PSP study area. Hovell noted the following (Payne 1974: 1):  

'......myself and Mr. Hume ascended a high but single hill, in front from which we saw a very 

gratifying sight. This was a very extensive plain extending from west to south east for several 

miles with patches of forest which appear to separate one plain for another. But the whole 

appeared in front say south to be level but in parts in the plain some hills arose of a conical 

shape with only here and there a few trees upon them, and all of the soil of the best quality. 

Mr Hume named this plain Bland's Plain in compliment to my friend Dr. Bland in Sydney.' 

Further, Mount Fraser was originally named Mount Bland in honour of Dr. Bland and only changed to 

its current nomenclature several years after settlement (Payne 1974: 2). 

Following Hume and Hovell's expedition, land to the north and west of Port Phillip Bay was purchased 

by John Batman and the Port Phillip Association. The Beveridge area was allocated to George 

Mercer, who was the Association's representative in England and, as such, the area was named 

'Mercer's Vale' and included a larger tract of land extending to Kilmore (Payne 1974: 2, 4). However, 

this allocation by the Association was not acknowledged by the settlers, with settlers from Tasmania 

arriving on the main land to take up land in the area. One such settler was Archibald Thom, who 

settled just south of Beveridge (Payne 1974: 1-3). At this time, Sydney Road already dissected the 

PSP study area and travellers along this route would often stop at Mr. Thom's station, although official 

construction of the road did not occur until demand required it in the mid-1850s as a result of the gold 

rush (Payne 1974: 3, 7). 

Development of the Township  

The first land sales in the parishes of Merriang and Kalkallo occurred in 1840, and included the 

gazetting of a large village reserve (960 acres) that later became the township of Beveridge (Jones 

1992: 3-4). These purchases, as well as some earlier settlers, are remembered in the current names 

of the streets within the township. In the late 1840s Andrew and Margaret Beveridge opened an inn in 

the township which became so popular that in 1853 the township's name became ‘Beveridge’ (Payne 

1974: 6-7).  The location of the inn and other early structures including fencing can be seen in Plates 

2 and 3 below. 

The region extending from Kalkallo in the south to Kilmore in the north was predominantly utilised for 

agricultural purposes, with extensive farming observed in the region in 1849 (Payne 1974: 39). Hay 
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was noted as being produced in 'Mercer's Vale' in 1845 (Port Phillip Herald, 20/11/1845 cited in Long 

et. al. 2010). Large tenant farms (Faulsey and Bald Hill Estate located to the south and east of the 

PSP study area) were developed in the region and larger stock runs were established on the non-

arable land (Payne 1974: 5-7).  

 

Plate 2: Showing a township plan of Beveridge c.1850s (Source: State Library of Victoria online) 

The majority of construction within the township of Beveridge occurred between 1858 and 1874 with 

very little further construction for the following century (Payne 1974: 8). By 1861, Beveridge contained 

eight dwellings, a bluestone church (1858), a school (1861) and a population of 45 (Jones 1992: 86). 

Payne (1974: 13) presents a map of Beveridge c. 1900 which shows a concentration of churches, 

shops and a school near Sydney Road in the north and a handful of farm houses in the wider 

township area (Plate 3).  

The North Eastern Railway running from Melbourne to Kilmore opened in April 1872, servicing the 

townships of Donnybrook and Beveridge and creating much demand for the shops and hotels in 

Beveridge (Jones 1992: 101; Payne 1974: 11). Gates and gatehouses were constructed at the 

Beveridge Lane railway crossing and railway maintenance workers ('fettlers') were designated areas 

of responsibility along the line (Payne 1974: 11). The 'ganger' was the person in charge of the fettlers 

for the local section of railway and the Beveridge ganger (James Wood) lived adjacent to the railway 

line (Payne 1974: 11-13).  
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Plate 3: Map of Beveridge c. 1900 (from Payne 1974: 13) 

John ‘Red’ Kelly and family 

The township of Beveridge is most notable as the birthplace of Edward ‘Ned’ Kelly, born in June 1855. 

Ned's father, John Kelly, moved to Beveridge after serving four years of a seven year prison sentence 

in Tasmania where he was transported in 1841. John Kelly found employment as a labourer in 

Beveridge, where he met and married Ellen Quinn, third daughter of James Quinn, a neighbouring 

farmer in 1850.  The family occupied a 3 roomed slab hut constructed c. 1860 on their farm (Plates 3, 

4). Ned was the third born child and first son for the couple. It is understood he lived his first years in 

the hut.  Red’s reputation varies in the historical record.  He was charged with cattle duffing and 

“unlawful possession of a bullock hide” and served his sentence at the Kilmore goal (The Australian 

Sketcher 5/11/1881, The Mirror 11/7/1953).  He returned to the family home a broken man in 1864.  

The Kelly family then moved to Avenel, where Red died leaving Ellen with 8 children (The Mirror 

11/7/1953). 

The Kelly hut located at 44 Kelly Street, Beveridge (VHR H0940, H7823-0010, HO4), is of vernacular 

timber construction with some architectural and historical significance (Osborne 1970: 7-12, Victorian 

Heritage Database listing).  Its layout relates to Irish cottage traditions and is interesting for its 

evolution from 3 to 11 rooms, demonstrated by multiple additions (Victorian Heritage Database 

listing). It recently received media attention with the property going to auction in late September 2014. 

Today, Beveridge is comprised of residential dwellings and large areas of grassed paddocks utilised 

for stock grazing. The majority of residential development has occurred between Kelly Street and 

Arrowsmith Street, to the east of the Hume Highway 
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Plate 4: View of John Kelly’s house at 44 Kelly Street, Beveridge (Source: State Library of Victoria, Image No.H2013/205/7). 

3.3 PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENTS 

3.3.1 Introduction  

The PSP study area has been subject to one previous historic archaeological assessment (Clark et. 

al. 2007). A further four cultural heritage assessments within 3 km of the PSP study area (Fiddian & 

Orr 2010; Chandler 2006; 2007a; 2007b) have reported on historic cultural heritage values and have 

been subject to investigation. These are discussed below to provide an indication of the nature of 

historical sites likely to be present in the PSP study area.  

3.3.2 Archaeological Assessment within the PSP Study Area  

This section reviews those archaeological studies that have been undertaken in the PSP study area. 

The locations of these previous studies are shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: Location of previous historical archaeological reports in the PSP study area 
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Hume Highway (Clark et. al. 2007) 

Clark et. al. (2007) conducted a pedestrian survey of sample areas of land for a Hume Hwy access 

restoration project extending north from Donnybrook Road to Beveridge and including the southern 

extent of the PSP study area. 

Although ground surface visibility at the time of survey was reported as poor, the effectiveness of the 

survey was considered to be a moderate-high given the high obtrusiveness of historical sites (Clark 

et. al. 2007: iii). 

As a result of the survey nine previously unidentified historical sites were registered, two of these 

within the PSP study area (D7823-0065 and D7823-0067), two just outside the boundary of the PSP 

study area (D7823-0066 and D7823-0068) and the remainder further south toward Kalkallo. The four 

within or adjacent to the PSP study area are detailed below: 

 D7823-0065: Rankin Street Basalt Quarry (Beveridge Quarry 1): Large cut in basalt rock. 

Determined to be of low local historical significance due to the common occurrence of this site 

type in the local region. 

 D7823-0066: Rankin Street East Dry Stone Wall: A well preserved section of dry stone wall. 

Determined to be of low local historical significance due to the common occurrence of this site 

type in the local region. 

 D7823-0067: Rankin Street West Dry Stone Wall: A well preserved section of dry stone wall. 

Determined to be of low local historical significance due to the common occurrence of this site 

type in the local region. 

 D7823-0068: West Hill Quarry: Large cut in basalt rock. Determined to be of low local 

historical significance due to the common occurrence of this site type in the local region. 

3.3.3 Archaeological Assessments in the Local Area 

The following localised archaeological assessments have been undertaken within 3 km of the PSP 

study area and include those studies which involved a field survey and/or a subsurface testing 

program. 

75 Stewart Street, Beveridge (Hyett 2004) 

Hyett (2004) undertook a cultural heritage assessment of a c. 128 ha property east of Stewart Street, 

immediately east of the PSP study area Hyett (2004: 8) described the property as comprising cleared 

agricultural land that slopes gently to the south and contains a series of stony terraces and grassy 

flats. The property was subject to a field survey. Ground surface visibility was extremely poor due to 

think pasture grasses, with visibility only afforded in areas of ground disturbance caused by stock 

trampling and sections along dry stone walls. No subsurface testing was undertaken as part of the 

assessment (Hyett 2004: 15-17).  

Three historical sites were recorded as a result of the field survey:  
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 D7823-0051: Beveridge Bluestone Quarry: includes five areas within the property displaying 

evidence of an association with bluestone quarrying activities, including drill holes indicating 

the method for splitting the rock. Bluestone was a common material used for building at the 

time of European settlement in the region (Hyatt 2004: 16). Hyett (2004: 17) suggested this 

site is of low local significance, associated with the construction of buildings in the local region 

and representative of small-scale quarrying techniques. 

 H7823-0052: Beveridge Brick Scatter: on the central-eastern boundary of the property, 

adjacent to the railway, a scatter of old bricks occurs in proximity to peppercorn trees. 

Peppercorn trees were often planted in proximity to buildings and this scatter may represent 

the remains of Catherine Stewart's house (Hyett 2004: 16). Catherine Stewart's father, James 

Wood, was a ganger for the Beveridge-Donnybrook section of the North Eastern Railway. 

Hyett (2004: 17) suggested this site is of low regional significance as it may be associated 

with the development of the North Eastern Railway and is an early representation of a railway 

house. 

 H7823-0053: Oakfield Shearing Shed: on the first day of survey Hyett (2004: 16) recorded the 

collapsed remains of a shearing shed, located at the central western boundary of the 

property, along Stewart Street. The shed was constructed of round timbers, corrugated iron 

and brick paving. Later during the course of the assessment, the shed had been impacted by 

fire exposing bluestone foundations, a concrete mounting block and a brick drain and pit 

(Hyett 2004: 16). Two concentric field-bluestone features were also present, in which the 

inner area is lower than the ground surface and contains some timber remains. 

Hyett (2004: 16-17) further notes the current 'Oakfield Homestead' residence (located along Stewart 

Street) which he suggests may be the original homestead constructed in the late 19th century, 

associated with the Stewart family who first purchased the land after living in the Kelly house. Hyett 

(2004: 19) suggested that both H7823-0052 and H7823-0053 have the potential to contain 

archaeological deposits. 

Lockerbie Estate, Kalkallo (Fiddian & Orr 2010) 

Fiddian and Orr (2010) conducted an archaeological survey of a c. 1125 ha property ('Lockerbie') for 

a proposed residential development immediately south east of the PSP study area to the east of the 

Hume Highway. The property was primarily used for cattle and sheep grazing and comprised a 

grassed undulating volcanic plain which contained several localised occurrences of stony rises and 

was dissected by several drainage lines associated with Merri Creek (Fiddian & Orr 2010: 2-5).  

A combination of pedestrian and 'windscreen' field assessment was undertaken on the property. 

Ground surface visibility varied between 0-10% throughout the property due to pasture grasses, with 

some areas of good visibility around gates, dams, troughs and fence lines (Fiddian & Orr 2010: 16-

18).  

A total of seven historical features were identified during the field assessment and these are 

described below (Fiddian & Orr 2010: 27-29): 
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 D7822-0864: shearing shed complex including sheds, concrete bases, stock runs and races. 

 D7822-0865: timber-lined well constructed of timber, iron-sheeting and field-sourced basalt. 

 D7822-0866: three separate bluestone quarry pits. 

 D7822-0867: a dam for which one border has been paved with basalt (often used to prevent 

muddying of waters by stock). 

 D7822-0868: a drystone wall under which a ceramic drain has been constructed. 

 D7822-0869: a bluestone quarry pit with piled bluestone boulders possibly forming a loading 

bay. 

 H7822-0870: a bluestone quarry adjacent to the creek tributary, resulting in the realignment of 

the waterway. European debris such as ceramic fragments, glass fragments and brick 

fragments were noted, suggesting that a structure associated with quarrying activities may 

have been located in the vicinity. 

Two areas of archaeological sensitivity were also identified during the field assessment (Fiddian & Orr 

2010: 26): 

 An area (south of the PSP study area) adjacent to the creek tributary containing glass bottles 

and glass bottle fragments possibly representing an historical bottle dump. 

 An area (in the PSP study area) containing a windmill, a tank, a water trough and some 

wooden planks possible from a dwelling, although no foundations were noted. 

Fiddian and Orr (2010: 29) suggested that farming features are typical of rural activities in the region 

in the late 19th - early 20th century. Similarly, the bluestone quarries represent the local sourcing of 

this material for the construction of fences, dwelling and roads in the local region and possibly for 

construction in the wider region.  

Mandalay Estate Precinct, Beveridge (Chandler 2006, 2007a, 2007b)  

Chandler (2006) undertook an archaeological survey of a small section (Precinct 1) of a c. 262 ha 

property, immediately to the west of the PSP study area, for the proposed Mandalay Estate residential 

development. The investigation area was characterised by undulating, cleared volcanic plain 

comprising several rises, including some stony rises and a drainage channel (Chandler 2006: 2). One 

historical site was identified as a result of the field survey (Chandler 2006: 30-31): 

 H7823-0069 (Mandalay 1) was considered to be of local significance and comprises a limited 

surface scatter of 19th century European glass and ceramic artefacts, the remains of a basalt 

cobbled surface and an alignment of basalt field stones. The site may represent a mid-late 

19th century stock yard on the stock route. A wooden fence and pine trees may be associated 

with the site or may reflect later modifications (Chandler 2006: 31).  

One area of predicted historical archaeological sensitivity was identified within the Precinct 1 area 

correlating with the extent of H7823-0069 and was determined to be of low historical archaeological 
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sensitivity. Subsurface deposits were considered to be disturbed as a result of agricultural activities in 

the past (Chandler 2006: 34). 

A subsequent archaeological survey was undertaken by Chandler (2007a) to investigate the 

remaining precincts within the proposed Mandalay Estate property totalling c. 211 ha. 

The survey identified one historical site D7823-0074, a series of short dry stone wall sections situated 

across a drainage channel (Chandler 2007a: 21). No areas of predicted historical archaeological 

sensitivity were identified (Chandler 2007b: 21). Chandler (2007b: 21-22) suggested that the property 

represents a disturbed block of land which would have been the location of both agricultural and 

pastoral activities in the past, with the primary areas of agricultural settlement occurring outside of the 

Mandalay property, in the wider area. 

3.4  REGISTERED HISTORICAL SITE DISTRIBUTION 

A search of the following databases was conducted in September 2011 and subsequently in 

September 2014: 

 Victorian Heritage Register;  

 Victorian War Heritage Inventory; 

 Heritage Inventory6; 

 National Heritage List and Commonwealth Heritage List (Australian Government Department 

of Environment and Water Resources); 

 Whittlesea Shire Council Planning Scheme Heritage Overlay; and, 

 Mitchell Shire Council Planning Scheme Heritage Overlay7.  

This determined that:  

 Three historical sites are registered in the PSP study area. These are listed on a combination 

of registers (Heritage Inventory, Victorian Heritage Register and local government heritage 

overlay) and,  

                                                      
6 An H-listed site on the Heritage Inventory may comprise an archaeological component and is 
protected by State legislation (Heritage Act 1995). A D-Listed site on the Heritage Inventory has no 
obvious archaeological component and is not protected by legislation. There are no permit or 
notification requirements in order to impact a D-listed site. However, if archaeological material is 
identified during impact on a D-listed site the material is then protected under the Heritage Act 1995. 

7 Amendment C56 of the Mitchell Shire planning scheme pertains to heritage sites within the Shire.  
The amendment includes 86 additions to the Heritage Overlay, including HO332, located within the 
Beveridge Central PSP, and HO234, located within the town of Beveridge but outside the current 
study area.  It also includes amendments to HO2, located to the northeast of the study area.  The 
Mitchell Shire Council has resolved to adopt these amendments in March of 2014.  At the time of 
writing the Planning Scheme Amendment is with the Monister for Planning awaiting approval (pers 
comm. Sean Greer, Mitchell Shire Council, see also 
http://www.mitchellshire.vic.gov.au/services/building-planning-and-transport/strategic-
planning/planning_scheme_amendments/amendment_c56 
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 An additional 22 historical sites are registered within 3 km of the PSP study area. These are 

listed on a combination of registers (Heritage Inventory and local government heritage 

overlays). 

These historical features are shown in Figure 11 and are listed in Tables 2 and 3.  They reflect the 

early development of Beveridge and its growth as an agricultural and pastoral area.  
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Figure 11: Historical places registered within 3 km of the PSP study area 
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Site Name Registration # Registration 

Type 

Description 

John Kelly's 

House & 

Outbuildings 

H7823-0010 Heritage 

Inventory 

The former John Kelly (father of 

Ned Kelly) house at Beveridge, 

c1860, a substantially intact 

example of vernacular timber 

construction, has architectural 

and historical significance. 

HO4 Heritage 

Overlay 

(Mitchell Shire 

Council) 

HO940 Victorian 

Heritage 

Register 

Beveridge Quarry 

1 

D7823-0065 Heritage 

Inventory 

Large cut in basalt rock. 

Determined to be of low local 

historical significance due to the 

common occurrence of this site 

type in the local region. 

Dry Stone Wall D7823-0066 Heritage 

Inventory 

A well preserved section of dry 

stone wall. Determined to be of 

low local historical significance 

due to the common occurrence of 

this site type in the local region. 

Table 2: Historical sites and features registered within the PSP study area. 
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Site Name Registration # Registration 

Type 

Description 

Beveridge 

Bluestone 

Quarry 

D7823-0051 Heritage 

Inventory 

Five discrete 

locations 

associated with 

the Beveridge 

Bluestone 

Quarry including 

pits and drill 

holes. 

Beveridge Brick 

Scatter 

H7823-0052 Heritage 

Inventory 

Scatter of bricks: 

remains of 

railway ganger's 

house 

associated with 

development of 

North Eastern 

Railway. 

Oakfield 

Shearing Shed 

H7823-0053 Heritage 

Inventory 

Remains of 

sheep shearing 

shed including 

brick, bluestone 

and timber 

remnants. 

Donnybrook 

Quarry IV - Dry 

Stone Wall 

H7822-0195 Heritage 

Inventory 

Dry stone wall 

Donnybrook 

Quarry V - Dry 

Stone Wall 

H7822-0196 Heritage 

Inventory 

Dry stone wall 

Donnybrook 

Quarry VI - Dry 

Stone Wall 

H7822-0197 Heritage 

Inventory 

Dry stone wall 

Donnybrook 

Quarry VII - Dry 

Stone Wall 

H7822-0198 Heritage 

Inventory 

Dry Stone Wall 

Former 

Beveridge 

H7823-0054 Heritage 

Inventory 

Two mounds 

identified via rail 
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Station Complex archive plans as 

representing the 

location of two 

station platforms 

associated with 

the former 

Beveridge 

Station. 

Mandalay 1 H7823-0069 Heritage 

Inventory 

Surface scatter 

of 19th century 

European 

artefacts likely 

associated with a 

stock yard. 

West Hill Quarry D7823-0068 Heritage 

Inventory 

Large cut in 

basalt rock. 

Determined to be 

of low local 

historical 

significance due 

to the common 

occurrence of 

this site type in 

the local region. 

Dry Stone Wall D7823-0067 Heritage 

Inventory 

A well preserved 

section of dry 

stone wall. 

Determined to be 

of low local 

historical 

significance due 

to the common 

occurrence of 

this site type in 

the local region. 

Shearing Shed 

Complex 

D7823-0071 Heritage 

Inventory 

A good local 

example of an 

agricultural 

building. 
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Quarry H1 D7823-0072 Heritage 

Inventory 

 

Mandalay 2 D7823-0074 Heritage 

Inventory 

A series of dry 

stone wiers 

indicating rural 

land and water 

management 

practices. 

Mount Fraser 

Homestead 

Complex 

HO2 Heritage 

Overlay 

(Mitchell Shire 

Council) 

 

Hume & Hovell 

Monument 

HO3 Heritage 

Overlay 

(Mitchell Shire 

Council) 

Contemporary 

monument to the 

explorers Hume 

and Hovell. 

Camoola HO2 Heritage 

Overlay 

(Whittlesea 

Shire Council) 

2025 Merriang 

Rd, Beveridge: 

homestead, 

mature trees 

enclosing 

homestead, 

outbuildings. 

Former Post 

Office 

HO1 Heritage 

Overlay 

(Mitchell Shire 

Council) 

 

Former Catholic 

Church 

HO5 Heritage 

Overlay 

(Mitchell Shire 

Council) 

Bluestone church 

built pre-1857, 

also acted as 

local school 

(attended by Ned 

Kelly). 

Beveridge War 

Memorial, 

Lithgow Street 

N/A Victorian War 

Heritage 

Inventory 

Seven polished 

panels listing 

names of 

soldiers and 

associated war. 

Pine trees 
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planted during 

WW2 in memory 

of soldiers. 

Former Church 

of England 

HO6 Heritage 

Overlay 

(Mitchell Shire 

Council) 

Bluestone 

church. 

State School No. 

1476 

HO7 Heritage 

Overlay 

(Mitchell Shire 

Council) 

Bluestone 

school. 

Table 3: Historical sites and features registered within 3 km of the PSP study area 

3.5 HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY OF THE PSP STUDY AREA 

This section discusses the historical archaeological potential of the PSP study area. For the purposes 

of this assessment, this refers to the potential for the presence of archaeological deposits (areas 

which would be H-listed on the Heritage Inventory), not for historical features which exist but have no 

potential for archaeological deposits (such as drystone walls, fencelines, quarries, etc.). The zones of 

sensitivity have been defined based on: 

 The distribution of eight registered historical sites and features in the PSP study area; 

 Buildings mapped (Payne 1974: 13) as occurring in the PSP study area in c. 1900 for which 

locations have not been verified; and,  

 Observations of historical features during preparation of CHMP 11689 (Light 2012b). 

On this basis, three zones of historical archaeological sensitivity were identified (Figure 12): 

Zone 1 moderate-high historical archaeological sensitivity: several buildings within the PSP study 

area represent early settlement and development of the Beveridge township and their historical 

significance is recognised by the designation of Heritage Register, Heritage Overlay or Heritage 

Inventory H-listing. Historical fabric associated with these sites may be present in this zone. 8  

Zone 2 low-moderate historical archaeological sensitivity: several residential dwellings and shops 

have been mapped as present in the PSP study area in c. 1900 (Payne 1974: 13) but their locations 

have not been verified and they are not registered and are included in this zone. Their actual 

locations, extents and archaeological potential require field verification. A possible house ruin, not 

mapped by Payne (1974: 13), was noted during the preparation of a CHMP in the northwest of the 

PSP study area (Light 2012b) and is included in this zone. 

                                                      
8 Note, however, that the exception to this is the Beveridge War Memorial (listed on the Victorian War 
Heritage Inventory, which has no archaeological potential. 
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Zone 3 low historical archaeological sensitivity: this zone encompasses the remainder of the PSP 

study area. This zone is likely to contain evidence of the past agricultural and pastoral activities likely 

to be represented by small bluestone quarry areas, drystone walls, fencing, sheds, and stock runs, all 

of which have been given D-listings on the Heritage Inventory when registered in the area in the past 

(see Table 2). This zone includes those sites D-listed on the Heritage Inventory. 

3.6 CONCLUSION 

The historical archaeological assessment identified that three historical sites are registered in the PSP 

study area. These are listed on a combination of registers (Heritage Inventory, Victorian Heritage 

Register and local government heritage overlay). 

An additional 22 historical sites are registered in the wider region. These are listed on a combination 

of registers (Heritage Inventory, Victorian Heritage Register and local government heritage overlays). 

Several areas of historical archaeological sensitivity have been defined in the PSP study area 

(Section 3.5). Their actual sensitivity can only be verified through field assessment. 
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Figure 12: Zones of historical archaeological sensitivity 
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4 CULTURAL HERITAGE MANAGEMENT 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section discusses the implications of the cultural heritage assessment for the potential 

development of the PSP study area. Wurundjeri Tribe Land Compensation and Cultural Heritage 

Council Inc. (WTLCCHC, the RAP for the PSP study area) have had input into recommendations that 

are put forward to mitigate the risk posed to cultural heritage values. The risk to unknown cultural 

heritage cannot be established by a desktop assessment alone and a field assessment is necessary 

and recommended to refine areas of sensitivity and to determine the actual risk to Aboriginal and 

historical heritage in the PSP study area (excluding those areas assessed by Light 2012b). 

4.2 IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENT ON CULTURAL HERITAGE VALUES 

The implications of this assessment are discussed in terms of the potential impact of eventual 

development on cultural heritage within the PSP study area. 

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 

Aboriginal Places: one Aboriginal place, VAHR 7823-0235, is currently registered within the PSP 

study area, comprising stone artefacts located in surface and subsurface contexts on a prominent 

stony rise. Archaeological investigations conducted to-date in the wider area indicate that Aboriginal 

places with moderate densities of stone artefacts exclusively occur within the boundaries of stony rise 

landforms in the wider region (Light 2012a; 2012b) and that only occasional isolated stone artefacts 

are likely to occur away from stony rises.  

Aboriginal Archaeological Sensitivity: four zones of Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity have been 

defined based on known locations of Aboriginal cultural heritage and limited roadside observation of 

landforms/geomorphology in the PSP study area: 

 Zone 1 includes the known area containing Aboriginal cultural heritage (VAHR 7823-0235) 

and is considered to be of high Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity.  

 Zone 2 includes those areas identified via limited roadside observation as containing stony 

rises, which are considered to be sensitive for the location of Aboriginal cultural heritage, and 

the spring located east of the Hume Highway. This zone is considered to be of moderate-high 

Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity. 

 Zone 3 includes those portions of the PSP study area that have not been visually assessed 

but are mapped as encompassing the 'stony rises' geomorphology unit. This zone is 

considered to be of moderate Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity. 

 Zone 4 consists of the remainder of the PSP study area which has been subject to a previous 

archaeological assessment (Light 2012b) and is unlikely to contain Aboriginal cultural 

heritage. This zone is considered to be of low Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity. 
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Historical Site Values 

Historical Sites: A total of three historical sites and features occur in the PSP study area. All three are 

listed on the Victorian Heritage Inventory with one of these H-listed and two D-listed (D7823-0065 and 

D7823-0066). H-listed site H7823-0010 (John Kelly's house), is also registered on the Victorian 

Heritage Register (HO940), and is under a heritage overlay (HO4).  

Historical Archaeological Sensitivity: three zones of Historical Archaeological Sensitivity were 

determined based on the location of previously registered historical features, the location of buildings 

according to c. 1900 mapping (Payne 1974: 13) and the location of observed but unassessed areas of 

potential:  

 Zone 1 is considered to be of moderate-high historical archaeological sensitivity and includes 

those locations registered with an H-listing on the Heritage Inventory or under a heritage 

overlay.  

 Zone 2 is considered to be of low-moderate historical archaeological sensitivity and includes 

buildings that have been mapped on c. 1900 plans of Beveridge (Payne 1974: 13) but have 

not had their locations verified. Zone 2 also includes possible historical features observed in 

the PSP study area during the preparation of a CHMP (Light 2012b).  

 Zone 3 is considered to be of low historical archaeological sensitivity and encompasses the 

remainder of the PSP study area in which historical features (e.g. drystone walls, bluestone 

quarries) may be present but with limited potential for associated historical archaeological 

deposits and including those historical places that have been designated a D-listing on the 

Heritage Inventory. 

4.3 VIEWS OF ABORIGINAL STAKEHOLDERS 

The Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 provides Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) with a role in the 

decision making process regarding Aboriginal cultural heritage. The PSP study area falls within the 

RAP boundaries of Wurundjeri Tribe Land Compensation and Cultural Heritage Council Inc. 

(WTLCCHC).  

The views of the WTLCCHC in relation to this project are summarised in Section 1.5. 

4.4 CULTURAL HERITAGE LEGISLATION 

Legislation protecting both Aboriginal places and historical sites is briefly reviewed here. 

4.4.1 Legislation Protecting Aboriginal Places 

The Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 provides blanket protection for Aboriginal cultural heritage in 

Victoria. This means that Aboriginal cultural heritage is protected from harm and it is illegal to carry 

out an activity that can disturb Aboriginal places without the appropriate authorities under the Act (and 

it’s associated Aboriginal Heritage Regulations 2007). There are two principal mechanisms under the 

Act that remove the risk of illegal harm to Aboriginal cultural heritage, namely: 
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 Cultural Heritage Management Plan. 

 Cultural Heritage Permit. 

These are briefly discussed below. 

A Cultural Heritage Management Plan (CHMP) is a report recommending measures to be taken to 

protect Aboriginal cultural heritage affected by a development or use of land. It must include 

recommendations for measures to be taken before, during and after a relevant activity. The 

underlying philosophy of the CHMP is to minimise harm to Aboriginal places, however it is the 

document through which provisions can be made to legally harm Aboriginal places. A CHMP must be 

approved by a Registered Aboriginal Party or the Secretary of the Department of Premier and Cabinet 

(DPC).9 

A CHMP usually involves a staged investigation of the risk posed by a proposed activity to Aboriginal 

cultural heritage. The Act and associated Regulations set out the requirements for different levels of 

investigation: 

 Desktop Assessment. 

 Standard Assessment (Field Survey). 

 Complex Assessment (Subsurface Testing; Controlled Excavation). 

Section 46 of the Act specifies the circumstances in which preparation of a CHMP is mandatory: 

 When required by the Regulations: 

o If all or part of the activity is a listed high impact activity; 

and 

o All or part of the activity area is an areas of cultural heritage sensitivity - which has not 

been subject to significant ground disturbance; 

 When the Minister directs a CHMP to be prepared for an activity; or, 

 When an EES is required for an activity. 

 ‘High impact activities’ and ‘areas of cultural heritage sensitivity’ are defined in the Regulations. For 

activities which trigger a CHMP, a statutory authorisation cannot be granted for the activity without an 

approved CHMP. 

A CHMP may be prepared voluntarily even when not required by the Act (s45). 

A Cultural Heritage Permit (hereafter CHP) is issued by the Secretary of the DPC to “carry out an 

activity likely to harm cultural heritage”. A CHP application is made to the Secretary of the DPC and 

                                                      
9 The Department of Premier and Cabinet replaced the Department of Victorian Communities, as 
referred to in the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006.  The Office for Aboriginal Affairs Victoria carries out 
the day-to-day administrative functions on behalf of the Secretary. 
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Heritage Register and Inventory at a glance. 

The Heritage Register (HR) and Inventory (HI) are 
lists of heritage sites maintained by Heritage 
Victoria. The HR lists sites with significance to the 
State. They are recorded with a H prefix, eg H201. 
The HI lists archaeological sites, places and relics 
over 50 years old regardless of their level of cultural 
heritage significance. They are recorded with a H 
and 100,000 map series number prefix  eg. H7221- . 
Some heritage Inventory site receive a’ D’ prefix. 
This indicates that the site, while still a heritage site, 
has little archaeological potential or sub surface 
features. For example an 1850’s intact stone wall or 
house are considered built features and would only 
attract a ‘D’ listing, however a stone wall or house in 
ruins may contain features that have become 
covered by earth, and hence develop an 
archaeological significance. 

where a Registered Aboriginal Party exists for the area, must be supported by that organisation 

before it can be issued. 

A CHP is sought for those instances where there is a known Aboriginal heritage place that will be 

impacted by an activity. The permit outlines the measures that must be taken in order to disturb that 

place lawfully. 

Other key features of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 are: 

 The Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Council to provide a state-wide voice for Aboriginal people 

and to advise the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs on issues relating to the management of 

cultural heritage. 

 A system of Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) – with RAPs to be approved by the 

Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Council – to be involved in cultural heritage decision making 

processes, and in particular Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Management Plans (CHMPs). 

 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Agreements (ACHAs) to support the development of partnerships 

around the protection and management of Aboriginal cultural heritage. 

 Provisions relating to enforcement including: cultural heritage audits, protection declarations 

and stop orders, inspection arrangements and penalties. Maximum penalties are likely to be 

more that $180,000 for an individual or more than $1 million for a company. 

4.4.2 Legislation Protecting Historical Archaeological Places in Victoria 

Historical (non-aboriginal) sites and places of cultural heritage are protected by State and 

Commonwealth legislation. The legislation is summarized below. 

 

Commonwealth Government 

Australian Heritage Council Act 2003 

The Australian Heritage Council is a Commonwealth 

Statutory body, established by the Australian Heritage 

Council Act 2003. One of the functions of the Council 

is to maintain lists of heritage places. These are: 

The National Heritage List of places of national 

heritage significance. Listed places are protected by 

the Environment Protection and Biodiversity 

Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). There are 

currently 28 historic places listed in Victoria. 

Examples of these types of places are the Eureka 

Stockade, Castlemaine Diggings National Heritage 

Park and Sidney Myer Music Bowl. 
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The Commonwealth Heritage List of heritage places owned or managed by the Commonwealth. 

Listed places are protected as Australian Government agencies will be obliged to properly manage 

heritage listed places under their control. There are currently 43 historic places listed in Victoria, 

including places such as Victoria Barracks, Customs House and a number of Post Offices across 

Victoria. 

The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. 

Any action that is likely to have a significant impact on sites listed in the National Heritage List and the 

Commonwealth Heritage List must be referred to the Australian Government Minister for the 

Environment and Water Resources (the Minister) for consideration.  

State Government. 

Heritage Act 1995 

Historical archaeological sites in Victoria are primarily protected under the terms of the Heritage Act 

1995. Its main purpose is to provide for the protection and conservation of places and objects of 

cultural heritage significance and the registration of such places. 

The Act serves to protect all places and objects of historic cultural heritage relating to the non-

Aboriginal settlement of Victoria. Under the Act, 'place' includes buildings, gardens, trees, 

archaeological sites, shipwrecks, precincts, and land. 'Object' includes building contents, 

archaeological artefacts, relics associated with places and significant heritage objects including 

historic buildings, shipwrecks and archaeological sites. The Act defines an archaeological relic as: 

a)   Any Archaeological deposit 

b) Any artefact, remains or material evidence associated with an archaeological deposit which 

c) relates to the non-Aboriginal visitation of…Victoria: and is more than 50 years old. 

There are two categories of listing provided for under the Heritage Act (1995); the Victorian Heritage 

Register and the Heritage Inventory. 

The Victorian Heritage Register 

The heritage register is a register of all heritage places, relics, buildings, objects or shipwrecks 

deemed to be of outstanding cultural significance to the State of Victoria. Section 64 of the Heritage 

Act (1995) states that it is an offence under the Act to disturb or destroy a place or object on the 

Heritage Register. A person must not- 

   (a)  remove or demolish; or, 

   (b)  damage or despoil; or, 

   (c)  develop or alter; or, 

   (d)  excavate all or any part of a registered place or object. 

Under Section 67 of the Act, a person may apply to the Executive Director for a ‘Permit to carry out 

works or activities in relation to a registered place or registered object’. The Heritage Council will state 

within 30 days of receiving a permit application whether it objects to the issue of a permit.  
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The Heritage Inventory 

The Heritage Inventory focuses on archaeological heritage sites and places i.e. sites and places with 

a sub-surface component from which information can best be obtained by archaeological methods. 

Section 121 of the Act states that the Heritage Inventory is a listing of all: 

 Places or objects identified as historic archaeological site, areas or relics on the register 

under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006.  

 All known areas where archaeological relics are located; 

 All known occurrences of archaeological relics; and, 

 All persons known to be holding private collection of artefacts or unique specimens that 

include archaeological relics. 

Under section 127 of the Act it is an offence to disturb or destroy and archaeological site or relic, 

irrespective of whether it is listed on the Heritage Register or Heritage Inventory. Offences are 

punishable by confiscation of equipment, a fine and/or imprisonment. 

Consent from Heritage Victoria is required to disturb or destroy historic archaeological places, 

buildings, or structures listed on the Heritage Inventory. An application may be made to the Executive 

Director for a Consent to disturb or destroy an archaeological site or relic or to excavate land for the 

purpose of uncovering a site or relic. Consent application fees apply. 

D Classification 

Some sites on the Heritage Inventory are assigned a ‘D’ classification. These are sites that have been 

recorded but have negligible archaeological significance. There is no requirement to obtain a Consent 

form Heritage Victoria to allow the removal of these sites. However some ‘D’ listed sites may still hold 

local historical value and may be afforded some protection under local planning scheme regulations.  

Local Government. 

Victorian Planning and Environment Act 1987 and the Planning Schemes Act 1996 

The Victorian Planning and Environment Act 1987 and the Planning Schemes Act 1996 provides local 

governments with the power to implement heritage controls over significant buildings or places.  

One of the objectives of the Planning and Environment Act (1987) is to “…conserve and enhance 

those buildings, areas or other places which are of scientific, aesthetic, architectural or historical 

interest or otherwise special cultural value’ (Section 4 (d)). Applications for planning permits submitted 

to local governments may be forwarded to Heritage Victoria as referral authorities but only if the body 

determining the planning application believes there is cause to do so. A requirement for a Heritage 

Assessment can be included as a condition for the issue of a Planning Permit by the determining 

Authority (Section 62). 

Part 2 of the Planning Schemes Act 1996 sets out guidelines for use by local government for 

determining a planning application, which includes reference to cultural heritage including 
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archaeological sites. Site and places may be protected within a planning scheme by the use of a 

Heritage Overlay and Significant Landscape Overlays and the attached schedules. 

Most Victorian local governments have Heritage Overlays in place, however there are some areas 

where Heritage Overlays are still being developed. All  Heritage registered sites are automatically 

included in Heritage Overlays, however many Heritage Inventory listed sites are often overlooked. In 

practice this means there is potential for some heritage sites to be missed when undertaking desktop 

survey alone. 

4.5 IMPLICATIONS 

This desktop review has identified that eight registered historical places and one Aboriginal place, 

VAHR 7823-0235, have been registered in the northwest of the PSP study area.  

Based on the results of this desktop assessment, four zones of Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity 

and three zones of historical archaeological sensitivity ranging from low to high have been defined for 

the PSP study area. It is predicted that cultural heritage has an increased likelihood of occurring in the 

moderate to high zones, however, this likelihood is also increased wherever stony rises occur, which 

may not be mapped in this report due to the absence of survey to identify these locations.  

Cultural heritage approval processes associated with legislation relevant to the future development in 

the PSP study area would require: 

 A CHMP will be triggered for high impact activities located in areas of Cultural Heritage 

Sensitivity as defined by the AHR 2007.  Within the PSP, areas of cultural heritage sensitivity 

are limited to locations within 50 m of a registered Aboriginal place. Mapping of areas of 

cultural heritage sensitivity should continually be reviewed in order to ensure legislative 

requirements are being met. 

 Works that do not trigger a CHMP but have the potential to impact on Aboriginal places would 

require a Cultural Heritage Permit (CHP). 

 Historical places H-listed on the Heritage Inventory will require a Consent to disturb if they 

cannot be protected within a developmental context. 

 Historical places registered on the Victorian Heritage Register will require a Consent to 

disturb if they cannot be protected within a developmental context. 

 Historical places registered on local government heritage overlays require a permit from the 

local council in order to impact the site - some activities are exempt and local council should 

be contacted in order to ascertain the process. 

The Beveridge Central PSP should consider: 

 Avoiding harm to known Aboriginal places and historical sites where possible. 
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 Minimising impacts to zones of predicted moderate to high archaeological sensitivity. Aside 

from Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity Zones 1 and 4, the actual sensitivity of all zones of 

sensitivity needs to be verified by further archaeological investigation. 

Future development can reduce the harm to Aboriginal and historical places by: 

 Verifying zones of archaeological sensitivity through archaeological field work and 

undertaking site mitigation measures to reduce impacts where Aboriginal cultural heritage 

places are identified. 

 Undertaking CHMPs (voluntary if it is not mandatory) and heritage assessments early in the 

planning process for individual developments. While CHMPs may not be triggered for much of 

the PSP study area, these plans provide the best opportunity for identifying, and providing an 

appropriate framework for managing, Aboriginal cultural heritage.  

 Incorporating significant cultural heritage identified during further archaeological investigations 

into open space.  
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